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Executive Summary

The Safe Drinking Water Act established the Underground Injection Control (UIC) program to
ensure that underground injection of wastes does not endanger an underground source of
drinking water. Under UIC regulations, an injection well is a hole in the ground, deeper than
it is wide, that receives wastes or other fluid substances. Types of injection wells range from
deep cased wells to shallow sumps, drywells, and drainfields. The report describes the five
classes of UIC wells and summarizes relevant regulations for each class of wells and for the UIC
program.

The main focus of the report is Class IV and V shallow injection wells. Class IV wells are
prohibited and should be closed when they are identified. Class V wells are generally authorized
by rule, but EPA or a delegated state may require a permit for a Class V well. In the absence
of detailed Federal regulations on operation and closure of shallow injection wells, a DOE well
operator must rely on other guidance and information. This report provides recommendations
on sound operating and closure practices for shallow injection wells. In addition to
recommendations contained in the text, the report contains, as appendices, copies of several
relevant EPA documents that provide additional information on well operation and closure.

Another appendix contains information on the UIC programs in 21 states in which there are
DOE facilities discharging to injection wells. The appendix includes the name of the responsible
regulatory agency and contact person, a summary of differences between the state's regulations
and Federal regulations, and any closure guidelines for Class IV and V wells.



Chapter 1 - Background

Purpose and Orgflfiiatfoi of Report

This document is intended to assist U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) personnel comply with
the UIC program and understand what practices are included in the term "injection well". DOE
has operated, and currently operates, injection wells at many of its facilities. Preliminary
information on the types and numbers of injection wells found at specific DOE sites is available
from EH-232. Chapter 2 includes a summary of the Federal UIC regulations; the full text of
the Federal UIC regulations is found in 40 CFR Parts 144-148. Appendix A includes
descriptions of selected state UIC regulations that differ from the Federal regulations.

Because there are currently no Federal regulations for Class V wells, both DOE facility
representatives and regulators may be unceitain about what constitutes acceptable piactices for
operating Class V wells and for closing Class IV or V wells. Chapter 3 provides a compilation
of recommended operating practices for Class V wells and recommended closure piactices for
Class IV and V wells. This information was compiled through communication with UIC
program staff from states and EPA regions. Copies of various documents that provide general
background information on injection well operation and closure are included as Appendices B-E.
The information presented in this report can be of assistance to DOE facility personnel in
preparation of site-wide best management plans OBMPs) or protocols for proper management of
injection wells.

What Is An Injection Well?

Under the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) Underground Injection Control (UIC)
program rules, an injection well is defined as, "a 'well* into which 'fluids* are being injected."
A well is defined as, "a bored, drilled or driven shaft, or dug hole, whose depth is greater than
the largest surface dimension." A fluid is defined as, "any material or substance which flows
or moves whether in a semisolid, liquid, sludge, gas, or any other form or state." In other
words, an injection well is a hole in the ground, which is deeper than it is wide and that receives
wastes (other than solid wastes1) or other fluid substances. At this time, there is uncertainty
about whether activities like the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, which would emplace containerized
liquids into the ground through a deep narrow shaft, are considered to be injection wells.

There are several types of injection wells, which are described below. A traditional injection
well is a relatively deep, cased well drilled for use as an injection well, or converted to injection
from some other use. A drain field or leach field is a means of distributing liquid in the
subsurface soils. Typically a drain field or leach field consists of several horizontal pipes

'The term "solid waste" is used here to describe wastes that are physically solids. Under
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), "solid waste" has a different legal
definition that includes liquids, scmisolids, and gaseous materials.
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radiating in different directions from a distribution point. The liquid flows out through holes
in the pipes and soaks into the soil. A drywell is a vertical hole filled with rocks. The hole
may be cased with pipe or may be open. Water flows into the rocks and slowly percolates out
the bottom of the drywell into the soil. A sump is a hole in the ground which typically is not
filled with rocks. Liquids enter the sump and percolate into the soil.

Under the UIC program, drain fields, leach fields, drywells, and sumps are considered to be
injection wells even though traditionally they have not been thought of as wells. Drain fields
and teach fields have a linear dimension (although it is oriented horizontally) that is longer than
the diameter or width of the structure.

of Injection Wells

The UIC regulations set up five classes of injection wells. Each of the well classes is briefly
described below.

Class I Wells

Class I wells are used for disposal of hazardous or non-hazardous wastes below the lowest usable
aquifer or underground source of drinking water (USDW). It is believed that the wastes can be
safely disposed at these depths if the wastes can be isolated from any USDW.

The Federal regulations contain detailed requirements for siting, constructing, operating,
monitoring, and closing Class I wells to ensure that contaminants are unable to migrate into a
USDW. There are over 500 Class I wells in 22 states, particularly in the Gulf Coast states.

Class n Wells

Class n wells are used for injection of oil and gas industry wastes, injection of fluids for
enhanced oil recovery, or underground storage of liquid hydrocarbons. As oil and gas are
recovered from wells, a substantial quantity of salt water, known as produced water, is
frequently brought to the surface. About 30% of the produced water generated in the United
States is disposed of through Class n injection wells. Figure 1 shows a cross-section of a typical
Class n well. This is very similar to a Class I well, except that in a Class I well, cement
replaces the drilling mud all the way to the top of the well.

As an oil field becomes depleted, less oil can be recovered from it. To maximize oil
production, produced water, steam, or other gases are injected into the oil fields to flush more
of the remaining oil from the field. The materials injected for this enhanced oil recovery
process are injected through Class n wells. In some cases, Class n wells are used to store crude
oil, liquified petroleum gas, and other liquid hydrocarbons in underground rock formations.



The Federal regulations for Class II wells contain detailed requirements for construction,
monitoring, operations, and closure. There are approximately 170,000 Class H wells in 31
states.

Class m Wells

Class in wells are those used for mineral extraction. There are two primary mining processes
that use Class IH wells. In solution mining, water or steam is pumped into an injection well
where it dissolves the mineral being sought, typically salt or sulfur. The liquified mineral
solution is then pumped to the surface.

The in situ leaching procedure is commonly used to extract uranium, gold, and copper. Under
this type of mining, water with particular properties is injected into a mineral-bearing formation
where it gradually leaches out the mineral from its native ore. The concentrated solution is then
pumped to the surface.

The Federal regulations for Class m wells contain detailed requirements for construction,
monitoring, operations, and closure. There are approximately 21,000 Class in wells in 16
states, primarily in the south-central and southwestern states. Figure 2 shows a cross-section
of two types of Class M wells.

Class IV Wells

Class IV wells are those in which hazardous or radioactive wastes are injected into or
above a USDW. Class IV wells are considered to be a threat to USDWs and are prohibited.
If a Class IV well is identified, it must be closed and may possibly be subject to remediation.

Class V Wells

The final ciass of injection wells is not a specific type of well but a catch-all for all injection
wells not falling into one of the other classes. Class V wells include drywells, sumps, drain
fields, drainage wells, and septic systems, among others. Figures 3 - 5 show cross-section
drawings of a drywell, stormwater drainage well, and a septic system, respectively. Clasi V
wells have been widely used in many parts of the country, but they have not typically been
subject to extensive permitting requirements.

Because of the diversity of Class V wells, the EPA has sub-divided the class into seven main
categories composed of 30 individual well subclasses. The subclasses are shown in Table 1.
About 83% of all Class V wells belong to two categories - drainage wells (57%) and sewage
related wells (26%). Current EPA inventories have identified about 170,000 Class V wells,
although it is probable that many more Class V wells have not yet been identified or reported
to regulators.

Under Federal UIC regulations, all Class I, n, or m wells must be permitted by the EPA or a



delegated state, but Class V wells are authorized by role and generally are not required to obtain
permits until such time as Class V regulations become applicable. Under certain circumstances,
EPA may require a permit, and states which have been authorized to administer the UIC
program may do so under state authority. Owners or operators of Class V wells must submit
an inventory of their Class V wells to EPA or a delegated state agency.

Figure 6 shows the relationship between USDWs and the different classes of injection wells.
Class IV wells are not shown in Figure 6, but they would be comparable to the Class V wells.

Statutory Basis for the UIC Program

The Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974 (SDWA) established the UIC Program to protect USDWs
from contamination through injection of wastes. The SDWA contains provisions that allow EPA
to delegate authority for administration and enforcement of the UIC program to the states.
Many states have received UIC program delegation. In those states that have not received UIC
program delegation, the regional EPA office administers and enforces the program.

The Resource Conservation and Recoveiy Act (RCRA) requires EPA to evaluate the safety of
injecting hazardous wastes into deep injection wells and to prohibit injection of certain wastes
if necessary. RCRA also include a prc4u1?itkm on injectkm of hazardous waste into or above
a USDW (Class IV well), but provides an exception to this prohibition for response actions or
corrective actions conducted under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation
and liability Act (CERCLA). In order to qualify for the CERCLA exemption, the injected
water must be treated ground water that was withdrawn from die same aquifer to which it is
being returned, and the response or corrective action must be sufficient to protect human health
and the environment.



Figure I - Cross-section of a Typical Class D Wdl
(from EPA, 1989)
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Figure 2 - Crocs-sections of Two Types of Class m Wells
(from EPA, 1989)
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Figure 3 - Cms-fectioa of a DiyweU (Class V)
(torn UIPC, 1990)
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Figure 4 - Cross-section of a Stonnwater Drainage Well (Class V)
(from UIPC, 1990)
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Figure 5 - Cross-section of a Septic System (Class V)
(from UIPC, 1990)
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Figure 6 - Injection Wells and Aquifers
(from EPA, 19S9)
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Table 1 - Class V Injection Wdl SubdatMt (rram EPA, 1989)
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TtbU 1 (continued)
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Chapter 2 - Overview of Federal Requirements for Ike UIC Program

The SDWA directs EPA to develop regulations for the protection of underground sources of
drinking water front contamination by the subsurface injection or emplacement of fluids through
wells. EPA promulgated these regulations under 40 CFR Part 124 and 40 CFR Parts 144
through 148. The regulations specify permitting requirements, minimum standards and technical
requirements for the proper siting, construction, operation, monitoring, and plugging and
abandonment of injection wells. The next several sections of this chapter provide a brief
summary of the key requirements of the Federal UIC regulations. Many states have their own
UIC requirements that are summarized in Appendix A.

Order DOE 5400.5, Radiation Protection of the Public and the Environment, contains
requirements for disposal of liquid wastes containing radionuclides. The final section of this
chapter summarizes the portions of Order DOE 5400.5 relevant to disposal of such wastes to
ground water.

40 Ct*K Part 144 - Underground Injection Control Program

This Part contains permitting and program requirements for the UIC program, along with
definitions. Injection wells are divided into five classes, as discussed previously in Chapter 1.
Injection of fluids into injection wells must be authorized by rule (i.e., blanket coverage without
making application or receiving a permit) or by permit. Discharges into Class IV well* are
prohibited.

Authorization by Rule

Owners or operators of all injection wells authorized by rule must submit inventory information
no later than one year after the date of approval or effective date of the UIC prognia for the
state unless the facility has interim status under RCRA. All states considered in this study have
had UIC programs in effect since the mid-1980s. Therefore, inventory information should
already have been submitted for all wells intended to be authorized by rule. At minimum,
inventory information shall include:

• facility name and location;

• name and address of legal contact;

• ownership of facility;

• nature and type of injection wells; and

• operating status of injection wells.

Requirements for Class I, II, and m wells, authorized by rule, include 24-hour reporting of any
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noncompliance which may endanger human health or the environment, preparation of a plugging
and abandonment plan, casing and cementing specifications, operating specifications, monitoring
specifications, and reporting specifications. EPA may require the owner or operator of an
injection well authorized by rule to apply for a permit on a case-by-case basis for the following
reasons:

• the injection well is not in compliance with any of the regulatory requirements;

• the injection well is no longer within the category of wells and types of well
operations authorized by the rule;

• the protection of an USDW requires that the injection operation be regulated by
requirements that are not contained in the rule; or

• the period of coverage for authorization by rule has expired.

Authorization by Permit

All underground injection operations not authorized by rule must apply for a permit. Under die
provisions of 40 CFR 144.31, the application shall include, among other items:

• facility name and mailing address, location, and standard industrial
classification (SIC) codes;

• name, address, telephone number, and ownership status of the operator;

• all relevant environmental permitting information, including permits obtained
under the SDWA, RCRA, the Clean Water Act, and the Clean Air Act;

• topographic map; and

• description of the nature of the business.

Area permits may be obtained for wells that:

• do not inject hazardous waste;

• are operated by a single operator; and

• are located within the same well field, facility site, or similar unit in the same
state.

14



Emergency permits may be obtained if they are necessary to prevent imminent and substantial
endangermcnt to the health of persons or a substantial and irretrievable loss of oil or gas
resources.

Class n and Class m permits are to be reviewed by regulators at least once every five years to
determine whether they should be modified. Permits for Class I wells are effective for a fixed
term not to exceed 10 years. In cases where EPA or a delegated state requires a permit for a
Class V well, the permit is effective for a fixed term not to exceed 10 years.

40 CFR Part 145 - State UIC Program Requirements

The SDWA provides for states to be delegated authority to administer die UIC program.
Approval of a particular program is based on a finding that the program meets the minimum
standards and technical requirements contained in 40 CFR Part 145. States whose programs
have been approved by EPA are known as primacy states. These states have primary
enforcement responsibility for the regulation of injection wells in their states.

In those instances where a state has opted not to submit a program for approval, or where the
submitted program does not meet the minimum standards and technical requirements, the
progiam is promulgated and administered by EPA. States with Federally-administered programs
are known as direct implementation states. Figure 7 shows the UIC Class V program status of
the states considered in this study.

40 CFR Part 146 - Underground Injection Control Program: Criteria %nj fftltvl*"**

40 CFR Part 146 contains technical criteria and standards for Class I, n , m , and V wells. The
criteria and standards are detailed for Class I, n , and IH wells, but are very limited for Class
V wells. No criteria and standards have been promulgated for Class IV wells.

Well Construction Requirements for Class I, Class II, and Class HI Wefls

Construction requirements for Class I and new Class n wells require proper siting, casing, and
cementing of wells to prevent movement of fluids into or between USDWs. New Class ID wells
must be similarly cased and cemented. This requirement is waived for new wells in existing
projects where substantial evidence exists that no contamination of an USDW would result. In
addition, specific technical requirements include geophysical logging and other appropriate
testing during drilling and construction.

Operating Requirements for Class I, Class n and Class IH Wells

Class I and Class m wells must be operated so that injection pressure does not initiate new
fractures or propagate existing fractures in the injection zones. Class n weds must be operated
so that injection pressure does not initiate new fractures or propagate existing fractures in the
confining zones adjacent to USDWs. Injection pressure must not cause movement of injection
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or formation fluids into USDWs.

Injection between the outermost casing protecting USDWs and the well bore is prohibited for
Class I, Class II, and Class ODE wells. For Class I injection wells, the annuius between the
tubing and the long casing string must be filled with a fluid and pressurized, subject to approval
by regulatory authorities. A packer (device used to seal off the bore of the well at a specific
depth) must be placed immediately above the injection zone, unless an alternative to a packer
has been approved by the regulatory agency.

Monitoring Requirements for Class I, Class II, and Class IB Wells

Monitoring requirements for Class I, Class n , and Class IH wells must include sufficiently
frequent analyses of injected fluids to yield representative data. In addition, monitoring must
be conducted for injection pressures, flow rates, and injected volumes. For Class I injection
wells, monitoring the pressure on the annulus between the tubing and the long string of casing
is also required. Mechanical integrity must be demonstrated for these wells at least once every
fiv& years.

Monitoring programs for Class X wells should include monitoring well data within the area of
review, an area surrounding the well. For Class n wells, monitoring results must be retained
until the next permit review. Class IQ well monitoring requirements include monitoring of fluid
in the injection zone and any associated monitoring wells. Class n hydrocarbon storage and
enhanced recovery wells and Class i n wells may be monitored on a field or project basis.
Manifold monitoring is acceptable for Class n wells, provided the wells are operated with a
common manifold and the owner/operator demonstrates that manifold monitoring is comparable
to individual well monitoring.

Reporting Requirements for Oast I, (3assH, and C3ass ID

Quarterly reporting of the physical and chemical characteristics of the injectate and monthly
reporting of the injection pressure, flow rate and volume, and annular pressure are required for
Class I wells. Annual reporting is required for Class n wells. Quarterly reporting is required
for Class HI wells.

Requirements for Class IV and Class V Wells

Construction, operation, and maintenance of Class IV injection wells is generally prohibited;
however, using Class IV wells to reinject treated contaminated ground water under an approved
ground-water remediation project is allowed (40 CFR 144.13).

Class V wells are authorized by rule unless the owner or operator is required by EPA to obtain
a permit on a case-by-case basis. Owners or operators of any Class V well are required to
notify and submit inventory information to the regulatory agency within one year of the effective
date of the applicable UIC program.
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40 CFR Part 147 - State Underground Injection Control Programs

This Part lists the UIC programs in each state, including the responsible regulatory agency, the
enabling legislation, the citations for the applicable regulations, and the program's effective date.

40 CFR Part 148 - Ha7*rrious Waste Injection Restrictions

40 CFR Part 148 identifies hazardous wastes that may not be disposed into a Class I hazardous
waste injection well. Wastes otherwise prohibited under Part 148 may be injected if:

• the operator has obtained an extension of the effective date of any prohibition;

• an exemption has been granted;

• the waste is generated by a conditionally exempt small quantity generator; or

• the wastes are hazardous only because they exhibit hazardous characteristics and:

the wastes no longer exhibit any prohibited hazardous waste characteristic
at the point of injection; and

are disposed into a non-hazardous injection well or a hazardous injection
well that receives only non-prohibited hazardous wastes.

State UIC Requirements

DOE facilities in 21 states operate, may operate, or have operated shallow injection wells.
Many of these states have adopted state regulations or policies for Class IV and V wells. For
each state with regulations or policies, Appendix A lists:

• the responsible agency and contact person;

• a summary of differences between the state's regulations and Federal regulations;

and

• closure guidelines for Class TV and V wells.

Order DOE 5400.5
Order DOE 5400.5, Radiation Protection of the Public and the Environment, contains
requirements for disposal of liquid wastes containing ndionuclides to ground water. The use
of soil columns — described in the Order as trenches, cribs, ponds, or drain fields — for disposal
of radionuclide-bearing wastes must be discontinued at the earliest practicable time. It should
be noted that although trenches, cribs, and ponds release contaminants to ground water, they
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Figure 7 - Class V Primacy Status of States
with DOB Facilities Using WC Wefls

Primacy State

Direct Impksaentatloa State
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Chapter 3 - Recommendations for Site-Specific Management Practices for Class V Wells

As stated in Order DOE 5400.1, General Environmental Protection Program, DOE's policy is
to conduct its operations in an environmentally safe and sound manner. DOE is committed to
good environmental management practices to minimize risks to the environment and public
health, and to anticipate and address potential environmental problems before they pose a threat
to the quality of the environment or to the public. As evidence of its environmental protection
philosophy, DOE's draft Ground-Water Protection Policy (November 6, 1992) emphasizes
prevention of future ground-water contamination and encourages efforts to identify and properly
manage potential contamination sources.

Since there are no specific Federal regulations for operating or closing Class V injection wells,
it is necessary for each DOE well operator2 to establish appropriate practices that identify Class
V wells and ensure that they are operated and closed in a manner consistent with the
Department's ground-water protection goals. To assist in establishing site-wide BMPs, this
chapter presents a variety of recommended operating and closure practices based on infonnation
gathered through communication with states, industrial groups, and EPA regional offices. In
addition to the general information presented in the chapter, more detailed information is
provided in Appendices C-G. Additional descriptions of each information source are also given.
DOE well operators should consider the information presented in this report when preparing site-
wide BMPs. In addition, operators should use professional judgement to incorporate any other
available technical information into site-wide plans and protocols.

Although there are no specific Federal regulations for operating or closing Class V wells, there
may be relevant state regulations. It is possible that some DOE facilities are operating Class V
wells that have not been reported to appropriate regulatory agencies. It is also possible that
some DOE facilities are unknowingly operating Class V wells. In either case, die facility may
be operating the wells in a manner that would be unacceptable to the regulatory agency. It is
strongly recommended that DOE well operators maintain regular communication with state or
Federal regulators. Operators shcald inform regulators as to the types of wells being operated
and should determine the operating and closure practices that must be followed.

Recommended Operating Practices

The Federal regulations contal _ ao specific operating requirements for Class V wells, but 40
CFR 144.12 (a) prohibits operation of <ui injection well in a manner that causes a violation of
a primary drinking water regulation or adversely affects human health. Consequently, DOE well

2 Throughout this chapter, reference is made to DOE well "operator". It is understood that
ultimately, the DOE facility managers (both government and contractor) bear the responsibility
for all activities at the facility. This report does not attempt to assign specific responsibilities
to different individuals. The term "operator" is used to designate any person responsible for
operation or management of an injection well at a DOE facility.
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operators should ensure that Class V wells are operated in a manner that does not endanger a
USDW. There are several components to a site-wide BMP for injection wells that should be
followed. These components include:

• identification of injection wells;

• characterization of injectate quality;

• techniques for pollution prevention;

• waste treatment practices;

• spill control practices; and

• monitoring and recordkeeping practices.

Each component is discussed below.

Identification of Injection Wells

Chapters 1 and 2 explain what disposal practices fall under the definition of Class IV and V
injection wells. A DOE well operator should conduct a site inventory to identify all potential
active and inactive shallow injection wells. Only active injection wells are discussed under the
operating practices section of this chapter; closure of inactive wells is discussed in a later
section. A site inventory can rely on DOE documents such as Environmental Audit reports and
Tiger Team reports, and on the personal knowledge of current or former site employees. If
there is uncertainty about whether a particular disposal practice is considered to be an injection
well, the operator should seek &n opinion from the regulatory agency.

Any shallow injection wells identified through the inventory should be reported to the relevant
regulatory agency. If any Class IV wells are identified, no additional materials should be
injected through them, and closure should be initiated, as described later in this chapter, if the
DOE facility is located in a primacy state, the state may require permits or specific BMPs for
Class V wells. The state may also prohibit certain types of Class V wells.

Characterization of Injectate Quality

A DOE well operator must know what material is entering the injection well. Knowledge of
injectate characteristics for each well is crucial to preventing endangerment of ground water.
This can be accomplished to some extent through process knowledge, but should be
supplemented, where necessary, by chemical monitoring.

In order to determine injectate characteristics, each well and its associated systems should be
isolated. For example, a storm water drainage well may have been constructed to accept
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wastcwatcr through subsurface piping. la order to determine injectate sources and
characteristics, the operator should make every effort to locate inlets to the system (floor drains,
sink drains, process discharge lines, etc.) so that potential contaminants may be identified. With
this knowledge, the operator will be able to isolate potentially harmful contaminants and take
appropriate measures to protect the environment. The operator should define the characteristics
of each isolated waste stream and take action to mitigate and control discharge of contaminants
which may endanger ground water.

The DOE well operator should document waste stream characteristics and sources for each
injection well and implement procedures to identify any new waste streams prior to their
injection. The operator should also take appropriate measures to ensure that unauthorized waste
streams are not disposed of through injection wells.

Techniques for Pollution Prevention

The DOE complex recognizes the advantages of pollution prevention. Pollution prevention is
preferable and more cost-effective than cleaning up contaminated ground water. DOE
announced its Policy on Waste Minimization and Pollution Prevention on August 20,1992. Also
Chapter 3 of Order DOE 5400.1 contains requirements for site-wide waste minimiTaffon and
pollution prevention planning. A draft revised Order, DOE 5400.1 A, is currently being
developed to broaden the requirements for pollution prevention planning to apply to ail media,
including ground water.

Underground injection operating practices can be improved through pollution prevention. While
there are some process-specific pollution prevention techniques, other methods are more generic
and are based on: a) excluding any pollutants that are external to the waste stream from the well;
or b) removing any undesirable components of the waste stream through process changes prior
to injection. Recommended pollution prevention-based management practices for Class V well
operations that should be considered by DOE well operators are presented below:

Exclusion of External Sources of Pollutants

• Isolate and separate potential contaminant sources, such as product drums,
batteries, and waste handling areas, from storm water drainage wells and
associated drainage areas.

• Properly segregate and dispose of hazardous wastes in accordance with RCRA
requirements.

• Pave areas where frequent spills occur and construct containment devices such as
berms, barriers, and channels to prevent accidental spills to storm water drainage
wells.

• Cover storage areas to isolate materials from precipitation or collect storm water
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from outdoor storage areas for alternate disposal.

• Conduct regularly scheduled internal inspection and maintenance to identify
potential leaks and spills from storage and equipment failure, and take necessary
corrective action to avoid releases which may affect the environment.

• Implement a waste reduction and minimization program and recycle whenever
possible.

• Provide specific direction for employees regarding substances which may not be
disposed through sink drains.

Process Changes to Eliminate Undesirable Contaminants

• Plug unnecessary floor drains and other uncontrolled inlets to the injection
system.

• Replace poteatialiy harmful products with alternative products whenever possible.

• Limit or restrict water treatment additives, such as scale inhibitors and biocides,
to systems connected to Class V injection wells.

• Eliminate plumbing cross connections (e.g. floor drains unexpectedly leading to
drainage wells).

• Utilize recirculating solvent baths.

• Install holding tanks to replace discharges to Class V wells where necessary.

A good source of information on pollution prevention and waste minimization practices specific
to injection wells is a series of twelve BMPs for protection of ground water prepared by EPA
(1992). Many of the BMPs are relevant to processes or activities found at DOE sites. The EPA
BMPs are included as Appendix B. Another source of extensive information on pollution
prevention plans and BMPs for industrial activities is EPA's recent document oa storm water
management (EPA, 1992a). Copies of this document were distributed by EH-2J in November
1992.

Waste Treatment Practices

Although pollution prevention is usually the preferred choice, there are situations in which
certain pollutants of concern cannot be eliminated from the waste stream through pollution
prevc; I: J. In these situations, the DOE well operator can either stop discharging to the
injection well or provide treatment prior to discharge. EPA has published extensive information
on technologies for treatment of industrial and domestic wastewater as part of the National
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Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program. Technologies range from gravity
settling of solids and separation of oil and water to complex biological or physical/chemical
processes for removing toxic organic chemicals. Selection of the appropriate technologies should
be based on the untreated waste stream characteristics and the desired water quality of the
injectate before entering the well, along with other considerations such as climate, energy
requirements, and cost.

Class V wells are used as part of the sewage treatment and disposal process at some DOE
facilities without access to centralized sewage treatment. DOE well operators should ensure
that sewage is treated to meet state or local standards before discharging it into the Class V well.
Any non-domestic wastewater that is discharged into such Class V wells should be pretreated
to acceptable standards or should be removed from the sewage disposal system.

Spill Response Practices

Spills are experienced occasionally at all facilities. A DOE facility can minimize the frequency
and severity of spills by implementing a site-wioe training program on spill prevention and
response. Such a training program would cover all types of spills »sd would not be limited to
those potentially entering injection wells.

Spills should be cleaned up using dry absorbents, whenever possible. Emergency spill lots
should be kept in storage areas, loading areas, and other locations with a potential for releases.
Often simple measures, using commonly available materials, can be employed on an emergency
basis to prevent a spill from entering a surface water body or an injection well. A rag can be
shoved in a bole in a pipe to stop or slow down a leak. A barrier of sticks and dirt can keep
a waste material from leaving the spill site. These temporary solutions should be followed by
more thorough clean up procedures as soon as possible.

Monitoring and Kecordkeeping Practices

It is important to have an accurate record of the type and amount of wastes that have been
discharged to an injection well. The DOE well operator should sample the injectate on a regular
basis for parameters that are appropriate to the type of wastes either known to be or likely to
be discharged to the well. In some cases, monitoring wells should be installed to ensure that die
injectate does not migrate outside of the injection zone. Generally, die requirement to install
monitoring wells will be dictated by the regulatory agency.

The well operator should maintain complete and current files containing site and facility plans,
well records, waste disposal manifests and contracts, permits, and other relevant information.
The files should be segregated and clearly labeled so that they may be quickly and easily
referenced.
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Recommended Closure Practices

There are no Federal regulations specifying detailed closure practices for Class IV and V wells,
but Federal regulations do contain broad authority allowing EPA, when it administers the UIC
program in a state, to require a well owner or operator to submit information to determine
whether a well may be endangering a USDW (40 CFR 144.27 (a)). If there is any indication
that the injection well may cause a violation of primary drinking water regulations or adversely
affect human health, EPA or a delegated state may take whatever actions are necessary to
prevent the violation or adverse health effect, including well closure (40 CFR 144.12 (c) and
(d)).

Under 40 CFR 144.23 (b), in states i s which EPA administers the UIC program, Class IV well
operators are required to plug or close each Class IV well and notify EPA before abandoning
the well. Upon completion of well closure, the operator must submit certification by an
independent registered professional engineer that the facility has been closed (40 CFR 144.13
(b) and 144.14 (c)(9)).

Any injection well that has ceased operation for two years must be plugged and abandoned
unless the operator can demonstrate that the temporarily abandoned well will not endanger any
USDW (40 CFR 144.52 (a)(6)). Inactive abandoned wells at DOE facilities should be sealed
or plugged.

States may have additional closure requirements. Specific state requirements are referenced in
Appendix A of this report. It is strongly recommended tint all DOE injection well operators
who face closure of Class IV or V wdls w»"Mi dear conumnucation with die tfpmpnWk
regulatory agency to make certain that the agency's requirements are undeatood. Many past
waste disposal practices are no longer appropriate or legal. Regulators generally appreciate
cooperation from the regulated community. It is important to note that continuation of known
illegal waste disposal practices may lead to criminal charges.

The closure process consists of several steps:

• identification of wells needing closure;

• monitoring and disposal of accumulated substances;

• filling and sealing of well; and

• remediation, if necessary.
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Identification of Wdli Needing C l o w e

Earlier in this chapter, DOE well operators were advised to conduct a site-wide inventory of all
active and inactive shallow injection wells. It should be relatively simple to identify all active
injection wells, but will probably be more difficult to identify the location and contents of
inactive wells that ceased activity many yean ago. For inactive wells, the DOE well operators
should consult old reports, blueprints and drawings, and speak with current or former employees
who have knowledge of past disposal practices.

Upon completion of a shallow well inventory, the DOE well operator should deteimine which
wells must be closed. All Class IV wells (in essence, Class V wells that receive hazardous
materials) must be closed, except for those eligible wells involved with a CERCLA. cleanup (see
Chapter 1). As an attempt to identify which subclasses of Class V wells arc most likely to
receive hazardous wastes, EPA sponsored a study that examined the types of wastes that the
wells received and the potential for those wastes to be hazardous (ICF and EH, 1989). This
report concluded that most Class V subclasses probably are not injecting hazardous wastes
because the wastes:

• are exempted from regulation *s hazardous wastes;

• are not listed wastes;

• are generally relatively clean and are therefore not likely to be <h*rn1<mttk
hazardous wastes; and

• are generated and handled so that they are not likely to be mixed with or derived
from a hazardous waste.

Five subclasses of wells may be receiving hazardous wastes:

• agricultural drainage wells;

• industrial drainage wells;

• abandoned drinking water wells;

• radioactive waste disposal wells (not because of the radioactive component itself,
but because the radioactive component may be mixed with hazardous wastes); and

• experimental technology wells.

Two other subclasses of Class V wells are very likely to be receiving hazardous wastes:

• industrial process water and waste disposal wells; and
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• automobile service station wells.

Of the listed subclasses, DOE facilities are likely to have all types except the agricultural
drainage wells. If a DOE well operator identifies any wells in these subclasses, he or she
should carefully evaluate them for closure.

There is another much larger group of wells that usually receive only non-hazardous materials,
but have received hazardous materials accidentally or intentionally, one time or occasionally.
For example, a maintenance person may dump some cleaning products in a toilet that goes to
a septic system and drain field, or antifreeze may enter a stormwater drainage well at the edge
of a parking lot. There is no consensus among regulators on how to treat these wells. Some
regulators consider such wells to be Class IV wells from the moment they receive one drop of
hazardous materials, while other regulators pragmatically handle these wells as Class V wells
that are temporarily out of compliance. EPA has not developed policy guidance on this subject.
Until guidance is available, it is recommended that DOE well operators work with their
regulatory agencies to determine a case-by-case course of action.

Some other Class V wells should also be closed. Class V wells that may result in a violation
of primary drinking water regulations or may adversely affect public health can be required to
be closed, at the discretion of the regulatory agency (40 CFR 144.12 (c) and (d)). If a DOE
well operator suspects that an injection well violates regulations or causes a health threat, he or
she should institute changes to operating practices or close that well, regardless of whether the
regulatory agency requires it.

As mentioned above, 40 CFR 144.27 (a) allows EPA to require a well owner or operator to
submit information to determine whether a well may be endangering a USDW. EPA Region V
has prepared a draft set of guidelines for conducting site assessments at Class IV and V wells
that cites this regulation as the basis for requiring site assessments (EPA, 1992b). This
document, which is included as Appendix C, recommends that she assessments be conducted at
all Class IV wells and at any Class V wells suspected of causing a violation of drinking water
regulations or an adverse health effect. The draft guidelines outline three levels of site
assessments with increasingly detailed evaluations. Initially, an operator conducts a Level 1 site
assessment, and depending on what is discovered, be or she may conduct Level 2 or 3 site
assessments.

Monitoring and Disposal of Accumulated Sufxtances

Once a well is designated for closure, any additional discharge of wastes into that well should
be prohibited. If the waste stream continues to be generated, it must be routed to another
disposal alternative, such as a sanitary sewer or a holding tank for offsite disposal.

DOE well operators should take samples for laboratory analysis of the liquid and sludge that
accumulates in the plumbing leading to the injection well, including sumps, drains, and catch
basins, and from the surrounding soils. Analytical parameters should be chosen using
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knowledge of former injecttte characteristics. Bacterial action may lead to the presence of
degradation products; this should be considered when laboratory analytical parameters are
chosen. Appendix D contains information on selecting sampling locations and chemical
parameters for analysis.

EPA Region DC prepared guidelines on closing shallow injection wells (EPA, 1992c). This
document, included as Appendix D, covers the entire closure process, but emphasizes sampling
aspects. It serves as a good reference for selection of sampling equipment, sample location,
quality assurance/quality control, sample collection, and analytical methods.

Any waste material in the attached plumbing and any contaminated soil should be removed and
disposed of in accordance with state and Federal requirements. Due to the nature of DOE's
operations, some of the waste materials may be contaminated with radionuclides. Such material
should be handled in accordance with DOE requirements for managing residual radioactive
materials, including those contained in Order 5400.5 and Order 5820.2A, and in associated
monitoring and survey guidance.

Filling and Sealing of Well

Following sampling of an injection well and removal of any contaminated solids, sludges, and
soils, DOE well operators should disconnect and clean any drain lines leading to the well. The
drain lines should be removed or filled with concrete, cement, or grout. If the injection well
is a drywell, sump, or drain field, it should be backfilled with clean fill dirt, sand, or gravel.
If the well is a more traditional small-diameter, cased well, the well should be backfilled to near
the surface and capped with a plug of concrete, cement, or grout. In either case, the DOE well
operator should determine if there are any state or local requirements for filling wells.

When a DOE well operator has completed removal of contaminated materials and rilled and
sealed the well, he or she should submit to the regulatory agency a certification by an
independent registered professional engineer that closure has been completed (40 CFR 144.13
(b) and 144.14 (c)(9)). In addition to the certification, it is recommended that the DOE well
operator submit a report containing at least the following information:

• reason for closure of the well and the steps followed during closure;

• site plan showing location of well and sample locations;

• analytical results of fluid, sludge, and soil samples; and

• site assessment of the extent of contamination.

Remediation

The regulatory agency with UIC primacy in a state will determine whether further environmental
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remediation is required. The decision to require remediation is generally based on the analytical
results and the site assessment submitted in the closure report, which indicate the extent of
contamination. At some DOE sites, remediation of shallow injection wells may occur as part
of site-wide restoration programs, whether it is required by the regulatory agency or not.

There are numerous remediation methods available. The choice of appropriate remediation
method depends upon specific site characteristics such as subsurface conditions and the nature
of contamination. DOE well operators should evaluate remediation methods and make a
recommendation to the regulatory agency. The regulatory agency will review DOE's
recommendations and either approve DOE's recommended methods or require alternatives. The
DOE complex has extensive expertise in environmental remediation; therefore the subject will
not be discussed further in this document.

Closure Plan Guidance for Service Station Wells

In September 1991, EPA undertook its first major national enforcement effort against Class V
well operators. EPA issued Administrative Consent Orders to ten major oil companies (EPA,
1991) requiring them to close automobile service station disposal wells (subclass 5X28 as shown
in Table 1) at their stations by the end of 1993. DOE well operators should determine if there
are any 5X28 wells as part of their vehicle maintenance facilities, and if so, initiate closure. An
information copy of the 5X28 well identification protocol and closure plan requirements from
the EPA orders is included as Appendix E.

Following issuance of the EPA Administrative Consent Orders, the American Petroleum Imtfrtitftt
(API) released a report on recommended practices for handling water discharges from
automotive service facilities located at petroleum marketing operations (API, 1992). The API
document provided background information on closing floor drains, drywells, cesspools, and
septic systems that are subject to potential contamination, and on alternative methods for
cleaning service bay floors. The API closure plan information appears to be compatible with
the EPA Orders.

Conclusions

This report provides background information on the TJIC program, reviews state and Federal
UIC regulatory requirements, and presents a variety of operating and closure practices for
shallow injection wells. With the exception of the few Federal regulatory requirements
discussed in this chapter, all other practices are recommended, not mandatory. The DOE well
operator must use his or her judgement to select the most applicable and relevant requirements
from the suite of practices described here and elsewhere. These should become part of a site-
wide plan that guides injection well operations and closure. Any injection well plan should seek
to prevent future ground-water contamination and, where technically and economically
practicable, restore contaminated ground water to a level commensurate with its current or
potential future uses. The plan should not be developed and implemented in a vacuum;
concurrence from the regulatory agency is prudent and will avoid future misunderstandings.
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introduction

In addition to the Federal requirements for the Underground Injection Control (UIC) program, many
states have adopted state regulations or policies for UIC Class V activities. This appendix provides an
overview of the way in which state Class V regulations differ from the Federal Class V regulations for
the 21 states in which there are DOE facilities that operate, have operated, or are likely to operate
injection wells. The appendix also provides the name, address, and phone number of the state
regulatory agencies that have Class V well authority. If the state has any special procedures for
operating or closing wells, the procedures are reviewed as well.

The information was compiled through inquiries with state and United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) regulators. This information is as complete and up to date as possible, but DOE injection
well operators should independently contact the state or EPA regulatory agency to ensure that aN
requirements are known.

The states are discussed in alphabetical order.



ARKANSAS

Responsible Agency for C/ass V UIC Program

Arkansas Department of Pollution Control and Ecology (AOPCE)
P.O. Box 8913
Little Rock, AR 72219-8913
Contact Person: Gerald L. Delavan
(501)562-7444

Summary of differences between State Class V UIC regulations and Federal guidelines

The State of Arkansas has not yet developed its own Class V regulations. Federal regulations for Class
V wells are forthcoming. Once those regulations are promulgated, if the state determines that
additional Class V regulations are warranted, the state will draft additional guidelines.

Closure guidelines for Class IV and V wells

To date, no Class IV wells have been identified in the State of Arkansas by regulatory officials, thus
no closures of Class IV wells have been performed. Based on shallow well inventories, ADPCE has
identified only a few Class V wells in operation, mostly septic systems. Each Class V well identified
is physically inspected for its potential effect on shallow ground-water supplies. If the effect appears
minimal, the operator is allowed to continue operation of the present system; if there is a potential for
impact or the substances being injected are inappropriate, the system is closed according to guidelines
selected for that system. To date, no formal Class V shallow injection wed closure requirements have
been developed by the State of Arkansas. In each specific instance in which a Class V weN needed
to be closed, the closure was handled on a case-by-case basis.

Presumably, once Federal Class V well guidelines are in place, the State of Arkansas will adopt those
regulations by reference. Until that time, no specific closure guidelines will be enforced.



CALIFORNIA

Responsible Agencies for Class V Program

1) EPA, Region IX
75 Hawthorn Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
Contact Person: Clarence E. Tenley
(415) 744-1835

Explanation: The State of California has not obtained primacy for the Class V UIC program; therefore,
the Class V UIC program is administered through the EPA, Region IX office.

2) Nine California Regional Water Quality Control Boards

Explanation: The operation and closure of all Class V wells, with respect to their potential to pollute
ground water, must conform to Regional Water Quality Control Plans which are adopted and
implemented by the state's nine California Regional Water Quality Control Boards. Each Regional
Water Board covers a unique hydrologic drainage basin in California. The following is an intermediate
contact person for all of the Regional Water Boards:

3) Division of Water Quality
State Water Resources Control Board
P.O. Box 944213
Sacramento, CA 94244-2130
Contact Person: Ken Harris
(916)657-0876

4) State Department of Conservation
Division of Oil and Gas, and Geothermal Resources (DOGGR)
1416 Ninth Street, Room 1310
Sacramento. CA 95814
Contact Person: Michael Stettner
(916)445-9686

Explanation: The operation and closure of Class II wells and geothermal wells, a subclass of Class V
wells, is regulated by the DOGGR. The EPA has assigned responsibility for administering the
geothermal injection program to the DOGGR through a Memorandum of Agreement.

Summary of differences between State Class V UIC regulations and Federal Class V guidelines

Although the Class V program is administered by EPA, there are some state regulations that apply.

Section 13260.3 of the California Water Code - Any person operating or planning to construct an
injection well, or any activity which could affect the quality of the waters of the state, is required to
file a waste discharge report with the Regional Water Board. However, two other agencies have
equivalent permitting authority. The DOGGR will issue the appropriate permit for geothermal injection
wells. EPA issues the appropriate permit for any Class V well covered by its program. To ensure
compliance, both agencies should involve the Regional Water Boards in their permitting process.

The Regional Water Boards prescribe waste discharge requirements to protect the following beneficial
uses of ground water: 1) Municipal; 2) Agricultural; 3) Industrial Process Supply; 4) Industrial Service



Supply; 5) Wildlife Habitat; and 6) Water Contact Recreation. For potential and existing underground
sources of drinking water, water quality standards are typically set at or below state drinking water
standards. These are typically at least as strict as the maximum contaminant levels (MCLs).

It is also state policy to prevent any unreasonable degradation of ground water. This policy is not
Federally mandated {Resolution Number 68-16 of the Water Resources Control Board).

Closure guidelines for Class IV and V wells

As a minimum, all abandoned or permanently inactive wells in California must be destroyed in
accordance with Section 13700 et seq. of the California Water Code. Other inactive wells must be
maintained for future use as specified in Section 24400 of the California Health and Safety Code. With
the exception of geothermal wells covered by (c) below, wells are broadly defined in Section 13710,
13711, and 13712 of the California Water Code to include most artificial excavations. Minimum
standards for the destruction of wells are specified in the California Department of Water Resources
(DWR) Bulletins 74-81 and 74-90 (available by calling (916) 653-1097). Several special requirements
are noteworthy:

a. Local agencies may mandate requirements exceeding the OWR standards on how wells must
be destroyed.

b. Individual Regional Water Boards may impose special requirements on some types of
underground injection wells to protect water quality.

c. Requirements for abandoning Class V geothermal wells are specified in Section 3746 et. seq.
of the California Public Resources Code and administered by DOGGR.

d. Decommissioning of wells involving the injection of hazardous substances, especially Class I
and IV wells, and wells at sites where hazardous substances may be a public health concern,
especially state Superfund sites, is under the jurisdiction of the California Department of Toxic
Substances Control (DTSC). Specific guidelines are currently being developed by the DTSC
for decommissioning these and other wells.

Class V geothermal wells must conform to Section 3746 et. seq. of the California Public Resources
Code of Regulations.



COLORADO

Responsible Agencies for Class V UfC Program

1) EPA Region VIII
One Denver Place, Suite 500
999 18th Street
Denver, CO 80202-2413
Contact Person: Thomas Pike
(303)293-1544

Explanation: The State of Colorado has not obtained primacy of the Class V UIC program; therefore,
the Class V UIC program is administered through the EPA Region VJfl office.

2) Colorado Department of Hearth
WQCD-GWPS-B2
4300 Cherry Creek Dr. South
Denver, CO 80222-1530
Contact Person: George Moravec
(303) 692-3584

Explanation: This department handles wastewater treatment, stormwater runoff, surface impoundment
discharge to ground water, and experimental technologies.

3) Colorado Department of Natural Resources
Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
1580 Logan Street. Suite 380
Denver, CO 80203
Contact Person: Dennis Bicknell
(303) 894-2100

Explanation: This agency handles Class II UIC issues.

Summary of differences between State Class V U/C regulations and Federal Class V guidelines

There are no differences between state and Federal guidelines for Class V wells in the State of
Colorado.

Closure guidelines for Class IV and V wells

Colorado is in the process of promulgating rules and regulations that address specific activities to
protect ground water. Some state agencies with statutory authority over an activity may require a
permit to construct a well and/or a UiC well permit/certificate from EPA before a certificate of
operation for a well/activity will be issued. These agencies may have specific requirements for
plugging and abandonment of wells to protect ground-water quality or water rights. Requirements vary
among state agencies according to the activity. Rules and regulations for some activities are currently
in effect and others will become effective in 1993 or when funding becomes available for
implementation.



IDAHO

Responsible Agency for Class V UIC Program

Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR)
1301 North Orchard
Boise, ID 83706-2237
Contact Person: Mark Slifka
(208) 327-7900

Summary of differences between State Class V UIC regulations and Federal Class V UIC guidelines

(Referances below are to the Idaho Department of Water Resources regulations entitled "Rules for
Construction and Use of Injection Wells" - newly adopted in April 1993.)

2.4 - Definition of deep well. Any injection well deeper than 18 feet is considered a deep well,
including Class V wells. Shallow wells are those less than 18 feet deep.

3.2 - Authorizations, prohibitions, and exemptions.

1) and 2) Classes I - IV injection wells are not authorized.

3) Deep Class V wells may be authorized by permit.

5) Shallow Class V wells are authorized by rule without a permit if the required inventory
information is submitted, and use of the well does not result in contamination of a USDW.

4.1 - Inventory information. All owners or operators of shadow Class V weHs must submit information
to the Director. The type of information required is listed in this regulation.

4.2 - Permit requirements. The Director may authorize operation of a Class V well through a permit
that specifies the terms and conditions of acceptable operation. If operation of a shallow Class V wed
is causing contamination of a USDW, injection must cease immediately.

5.2 - Application information required. This regulation outlines the information that must be submitted
with the permit application for deep Class V wells.

7.2 - Permit conditions and requirements. All permits must contain conditions to insure that USDWs
will be protected from waste and contamination.

1} Deep injection wells must be constructed by a licensed well driller. Injection wells must be
constructed to prevent entry into the well of fluids other than those specified in the permit.

2) Owners or operators must develop approved procedures to detect construction or
operational failure and must have a contingency plan to deal with well failure. State inspectors
have the right of entry and inspection at injection well sites. Injection facilities must be
operated and maintained to achieve compliance with aN terms and conditions of the permit.
Injection of any contaminant into a USDW that may cause a health hazard is prohibited.

3) This subsection contains requirements for abandoning injection wells.

7.3 - Duration of approved permits. Permits for Class Vie) wells requiring permits and for Class V(c)
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welts may b« in affect tor no more than 10 years.

8.2 - Standards for th« quality of fluid discharged. This regulation contains numerical limits which
must be met before the fluids can be injected into the well. Chemical and radiochemical constituents
must not exceed MCLs. Additional restrictions are placed on biological, physical, visual, and olfactory
characteristics. The injected fluids may not cause a violation of NPDWRs or affect human health.

8.3 - Criteria for location and use. Injection wells must be separated from water supply wells. This
regulation gives guidelines on the necessary separation distance. Thit requirement may be waived if
the quality of injected fluids is high enough.

9.1 - Monitoring.

1) The Director of IDWR may require monitoring of injection pressure, flow rate and volume,
analysis of the quality of injected fluids, ground-water monitoring, and a demonstration of
mechanical integrity.

2) Monitoring frequency must be specified in the permit.

3) All monitoring must be done by a certified laboratory and must follow approved methods.

4) All field instruments must be tested and maintained to ensure accuracy.

9.2 - Record keeping. Records of all monitoring activities must be maintained for 5 years.

9.3 - Reporting.

1) Monitoring results must be reported to the Director.

2) The Director must be notified within 5 days after the discovery of violation of the terms and
conditions of the permit. If the injection activity endangers human health or the environment,
the activity must be stopped and reported immediately.

13 - Exemption from drinking water sources designation. The Director may exempt an aquifer or
portion thereof if it is not currently a USDW and will not in the future be utilized as a USDW.

Closure guidelines for Class IV and V wells

{References below are to a section of the same IDWR regulation as stated above)

7.2 (3) - Conditions of permanent and temporary abandonment.

a) Notice of abandonment must be provided to the Director not less than ten working days
prior to commencement of abandonment.

b) The method of abandonment must be approved by the Director.

c) Notice of completion of abandonment must be submitted to the Director within 30 days of
completion.

d) Deep Class V wells must be plugged in such a manner as to prevent movement of fluids into
or between drinking water sources.



NJJNCHS

Responsible Agencies for Class V UIC Program

1) Illinois EPA
Bureau of Land Pollution Control
2200 Churchill Road
Springfield, IL 62706
Contact Person: Ron Steward
(217)524-3279

Explanation: This agency is responsible for handling most Class V issues.

2) Illinois Department of Public Health
525 West Jefferson
3rd Floor
SpringfMd, IL 62761
Contact Person: Jerry Datski
(217) 782-5830

Explanation: This agency is responsible for the regulations pertaining to proper closure of wels.

3) EPA Region V
230 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago, IL 60604
Contact Person: John Taylor
(312) 886-1501

Explanation: The State of IWnois is hi the process of reinquishing primacy of the Class V U C program.
When that occurs, the Class V program wW be administered by EPA Region V.

Summary of differences between State Class V UK rmgulathns and Federal Class V guUatnas

The State of IKinois has no Class V regulations. However, when a Class V we! is identified by state
officials, the Illinois EPA investigates to determine if the wen to a threat to USDWs. K the wei is
determined to be a Class IV wei, the Mnois EPA requires the owner and operator to cease utJfcarion
of the injection wen and requires closure to conform to appropriate regulations.

Closure guidelines for Class IV and V wets

State closure requirements for Class V wees are found in Tide 77 of the Illinois Administrative Code.
Section 920, Illinois WeH Construction Code. Implementation is carried out by the HKnois Department
of Health.

The State of Illinois requires that closure of Class IV weMs be conducted under RCRA rules.
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KBfTUCKY

Responsible Agencies for Ctass V UlC Program

1) EPA Region IV
Water Supply Branch
345 Courtland Street. NE
Atlanta, GA 30365
Contact Person: Nancy Marsh
(404) 347-3866

Explanation: The State of Kentucky has not obtained primacy of the Class V UlC program; therefore,
that program is administered through EPA Region IV.

2) Kentucky Division of Water/Ground Water Branch
UReillyRoad
Frankfort, KY 40601
Contact Person: Kay Harker
(502)564-3410

Explanation: This department is the state agency that handles general Class V issues.

3) Kentucky Cabinet for Human Resources
Department of Health Services
275 East Main
Frankfort, KY 40602
Contact Person: Ken Wade
(502) 564-4935

Explanation: This department handles on-she sewage disposal issues.

4) Kentucky Division of Water/NPDFS Program
14Reilly Road
Frankfort, KY 40€01
Contact Person: Clyde Baldwin
(502)564-3410
Explanation: This department handles stormwater runoff to sinkholes.

Summary of differences between State Class V regulations and Federal Class V guidelines

Although the EPA administers the Class V UlC program, some sections of the state law apply.

Kentucky Revised Statutes (KRS) Chapter 224.70-110 - General prohibition against water pollution.
Thrs section states that no person may, directly or indirectly, throw, drain, run or otherwise discharge
into any of the waters of the commonwealth in contravention of any of the rules, regulations, permits,
or orders of the Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet.

KRS 224.70-120 - Permit to discharge pollutants into waters. This section describes the permit fees
for the eight categories of entities which discharge pollutants. F—s range from *3,200 for major
industry to $1,000 for non-process industry.

In the State of Kentucky, stormwater runoff to sinkholes is currently regulated as an NPDES permit.
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MISSOURI

Responsible Agencies for Class V UIC Program

1) Missouri Department of Natural Resources (MDNR)
Division of Geology and Land Survey
P.O. Box 250
Rolla, MO 65401
Contact Parson: Bruce Netzler
(314)368-2171

Explanation: With a few exceptions, this department has overall responsibility for Class V UIC.

2) Missouri Department of Health
1730 East Elm Street
Jefferson City, MO 65102
Contact Parson: Roger Gibson
(314)751-6216

Explanation: This department has responsibility for Class V septic tanks: a) if septic ta.**cs are part
of a unit in the Missouri motel licensing program or, b) if septic tanks are matfunctiontng and a
complaint is received by the Health Department.

3) Missouri Department of Natural Resources
Division of Geology and Land Survey, UIC/OM and Gas Unit
P.O. Box 250
Rofla, MO '65401
Contact Person: Evan Kifer
(314) 368-2167

Explanation: The Oil and Gas Unit of the MDNR has responsibility over Class II wefts.

Summary of differences between Stata Class V UIC regulations and Federal Class V UlCgukteKnes

Missouri has adopted aN Federal UIC regulations after they have been enacted.

A recent amendment to the Missouri Water WeN Drillers Act has surpassed Federal requirements in
addressing heat pumps (5A7) and abandoned drinking water weds (5X29).

(References below are to sections of Title 10 - Department of Natural Resources "10 CSR 20-6
Permits")

.070 - Installers of heat pump systems have to be licensed and all systems are registered with the
State of Missouri.

.080 - Heat pump regulations are currently being developed to address construction standards and
coolants used in heat pump systems.

(References below are to sections of the Revised Statutes of Missouri 1991 • Water Well Drillers,
Regulations)
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256.615 - Any drinking water wells abandoned after August 28, 1991 are required to be plugged by
the landowner according to the regulations developed pursuant to section 256.600 to 256.640.
Additionally, old wells that are determined to present a threat to ground water must be plugged.

256.628 • A public water supplier who adds customers to iu service must notify those previously
serviced by a well of their responsibility to plug weds if they are no longer using them.

Closure guidelines for Class tV and V waMs

Closure requirements for Class IV and Class V wells are generally determined on a case-by-case basis.
Missouri water well regulations address closure requirements for abandoned water weds. These
regulations will also be applied to heat pump return wells and other types of drilled injection wells.
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MONTANA

Responsible Agencies for Class V UIC Program

1» EPA Region VIII

On« Denver Place, Suite 500
999 18th Street
Denver. CO 80202-2413
Contact Person: Thomas Pike
(303)293-1544

Explanation: The State of Montana has not obtained primacy of the Class V UIC program; therefore,
that program is administered through the EPA Region VIII office.

2) Montana Department of Health and Environmental Sciences (MDHES)
Water Quality Division, Subdivision Section
P.O. Box 200901
Helena. MT 59620-0901
Contact Person: Pat Risa
(406)444-4633

Explanation: This department is responsible for the state's septic systems.

3) Montana Water Quality Board
Water QuaKty Bureau
P.O. Box 200901
Helena, MT 59620-0901
Contact Person: Tun Byron
(406) 444-2406

Explanation: This department handles the state's water quality issues.

Summary of differences between State Class V regulations and Federal Class Vgukfeanes

There are no specific state Class V UIC regulations or permitting system, but the fofowing regulations
are relevant.

Administrative Rules of Montana (ARM) 16.20.1011 - Nondegradation. Any ground water whose
existing quality is higher than the estabfished ground-water quality standards for its classification must
be maintained at that high quality, unless it has been affirmatively demonstrated to the board that a
change is justifiable as a result of necessary economic or social development and win not preclude
present or anticipated use of such waters.

ARM 16.20.1012 - Exclusions from permit requirements. The State of Montana has a permit system
for discharges to ground water; however, dtecharges regulated under the Federal UIC program are
exempted from these permit requirements.

Closure guidelines for Class IV and V weHs

It is Region Vlll's policy to close an 5X28 and some high risk 5W20 shallow injection weHs unless the
facility owners apply for a UIC permit, listed below are the owners' alternatives:
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1) Plug the drain and operate as a 100% dry shop.

2) Recycle the injectate and close the drain to the septic system.

3) Connect to the municipal sewer and discontinue use of the septic system.

4) Send the waste to a holding tank. (A popular method in Region VIII is to disconnect the
drainfields from the septic tank, plug the outlet of the septic tank, and use the septic tank as
a holding tank.)

5) Submit an analysis of the injectate with a UIC permit application if the operator feels the
injectate will meet EPA drinking water standards. If the injectate meets drinking water
standards, the facility is granted a permit. As part of the permit agreement, the facility's
injectate must be sampled quarterly.

After inventory information from the facility owner has been received, EPA requires that one of the
above mentioned alternatives be in place within five months of rece'pt of the closure letter.
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NEVADA

Responsible Agencies for Class V UIC Program

1) Nevada Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
Division of Environmental Protection (NDEP)
333 West Nye Lane
Capital Complex
Carson City, NV 89710
Contact Person: Marcia Greybeck
(702) 687-5870

Explanation: The NDEP has overall responsibility for UIC, including Class V.

2) NDEP
1515 East Tropicana, Suite 395
Las Vegas, NV 89119
Contact Person: Dean Mireau
(702) 486-7010

Explanation: This office covers the Nevada Test Site and Tonopah Test Range only.

Summary of differences between State C/ass V UIC regulations and Federal Class V guidelines

Nevada Revised Statutes .

NRS 445.221 - Injection of fluids into wells or discharge of pollutants without a permit is prohibited.
Except as authorized by a permit issued by NDEP pursuant to the appropriate provisions of NRS
445.131 to 445.354, inclusive, and regulations adopted by the state environmental commission, it is
unlawful for any person to:

a) discharge from any point source any pollutant into any waters of the state or any treatment
works;

b) inject fluids through a well into any waters of the state;

c) discharge from a point source a pollutant or inject fluids through a well that could be carried
into the waters of the state by any means; or

d) allow a pollutant discharge from a point source or fluids injected through a well to remain
in a place where the pollutant or fluids could be carried into the waters of the state by any
means.

Nevada Administrative Code

445.4249 - An application for a permit to inject fluid must satisfy the director that the underground
injection will not endanger any source of drinking water. Owners and/or operators of all existing and
new injection wells must submit a permit application to the state.
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Closure guidelines for Class IV and V walls

Any Class V well used to dispose of hazardous substances is prohibited and will be referred to the
Nevada Division of Environmental Protection, Bureau of Chemical Hazards Management, Site
Assessment/Corrective Action Branch. The site will be treated as a RCRA closure which would require,
at a minimum, a preliminary site assessment including identification of substances disposed and testing
of soils and affected waters. The well will not be returned to Class V status until cleanup is complete.
This may necessitate obtaining another permit and relocation of the Class V well if required for
operations {i.e. salt water disposal, vehicle washdown area, etc.).
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NEW MEXICO

Responsible Agencies for Class V UIC Program

1) New Yexico Environmental Department (NMED)
Grot:,d Water Protection and Remediation Bureau
Ground Water Section
1190 St. Francis Drive
Santa Fe. NM 87502
Contact Person: Richard Ohrbom
(505)827-0219

Explanation: This department handles all Class V wells except those within the oil and gas production
industry.

2) Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department
Oil Conservation Division
Land Office Building
310 Old Santa Fe, NM 87501
Contact Person: William LaMay, Director
(505) 827-5800

Explanation: This division handles all Class V wells which are within the oil and gas production
industry.

Summary of differences between State Class V UIC regulations and Federal Class V UIC guidelines

The State of New Mexico's regulations for Class V injection wells follow the guidelines set by the EPA.
The state has one set of injection well regulations that are applied to all well classes. The NMED will
not approve any Class V waste disposal wells unless effluent is within New Mexico WQCC regulatory
standards.

Approved discharge plans serve as permits.

WQCC 82-5-101 - Discharge plan and other requirements.

a) No effluent disposal well or in situ extraction well may be approved which allows for
movement of fluids into ground water having 10,000 mg/l or less of TDS except for fluid
movement approved pursuant to Section 82-5-103 {designated aquifers), or pursuant to a
temporary designation as provided in Section 82-5-101.C.2 (methods used for ground-water
remediation).

b) Operation of an effluent disposal well or in situ extraction well must be pursuant to an
approved discharge plan according to the schedules in this section.

WQCC 82-5-200-210 - These regulations provide the technical criteria and performance standards for
effluent disposal wells and in situ extraction wells, including area of review, corrective action,
mechanical integrity, construction requirements, operating requirements, monitoring requirements,
reporting requirements, and plugging and abandonment.
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Closure guidelines for Class IV and V wells

Closure requirements include the removal or neutralization of any material associated with the Class
V wells such that no leachate will be produced after the site closes that may reach ground water or,
in the case of 5X14 wells, the wells have to be plugged to ensure that no contaminants can migrate
down to ground water after cessation of 5X14 operations.

Proper plugging and abandonment is required for any monitoring wells, recovery wells and 5X26 wells
associated with ground-water remediation.

WQCC 82-5-209 - Plugging and abandonment.

al The discharger must submit, as part of the discharge plan, a plan for plugging and
abandonment of an effluent disposal well or an in situ extraction well. If requested, a revised
or updated abandonment plan must be submitted for approval prior to closure.

b) Prior to abandonment of a well used in an effluent disposal or in situ extraction operation,
the well must be plugged in a manner which will not allow the movement of fluids through the
well bore out of the injection zone or between other zones of ground water. Cement plugs
must be used unless a comparable method has been approved by the director for the plugging
of in situ extraction wells at that site.

c) Prior to placement of the plugs, the well must be in a state of static equilibrium with the
mud weight equalized top to bottom, either by circulating the mud in the well at least once or
by a comparable method approved by the director.

d) Placement of the plugs must be accomplished by one of the following: the balance method;
the dump bailer method; the two-plug method; or an equivalent method with the approval of
the director.

e) The following must be considered by the NMED in determining the adequacy of a plugging
and abandonment plan: the type and number of plugs to be used; the placement of each plug,
including the elevation of the top and bottom; the type, grade and quantity of cementing slurry
to be used; the method of placement of the plugs; the procedure to be used to plug end
abandon the well; and such other factors that may affect the adequacy of the plan.

f) The discharger must retain all records concerning the nature and composition of injected
fluids until five years after completion of any plugging and abandonment procedure.
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NEW YORK

Responsible Agencies for Class V UIC Program

1) EPA Region II
26 Federal Plaza
New York, NY 10278
Contact Person: Susan Osofsky
(212)264-1547

Explanation: The State of New York has not obtained primacy of the Class V UIC program; therefore,
that program is administered through the EPA Region II office.

2) New York Department of Environmental Conservation (NYDEC)
Division of Water
Bureau of Wastewater Facilities Design
50 Wolf Road
Albany. NY 12233-3505
Contact Person: Paul J . Kolakowski, P.E.
(518)457-1157

Explanation: Ground-water discharges from Industry/Municipal Operators are regulated by the Bureau
of Wastewater Facilities Design

3) Bureau of Community Sanitation
NYS Health Department
Room 404
2 University Place
Albany, New York 12203-3313
Contact Person: Richard Svenson
(518) 458-6706

Explanation: Household septic and systems for individual homes are regulated by the Health
Department

Summary of differences between State Class V UIC regulations and Federal Class V UIC guidelines

Although EPA administers the Class V program, some state regulations apply.

NYSC 6-X-703-6 - Ground-water effluent standards and limitation for discharges, a) This section of
the state regulations identifies the existence of ground-water effluent limitations [Table 3 (e)] that apply
to a discharge point source or outlet or any other discharge within the meaning of the Environmental
Conservation Law that will or may enter unsaturated or saturated zones. The ground-water effluent
standard is the maximum allowable concentration.
b) In addition to the chemical characteristics, coliform or pathogenic organisms must not be discharged
in amounts sufficient to render fresh ground water detrimental to public health, safety or welfare.

The Federal UIC program is based on industrial activities associated with the production of wastewater.
The State of New York takes into account the source of wastewater; therefore, water quality effluent
standards are applied.

New York Water Pollution Control and Enforcement Laws, 17-0701 - Permit for disposal system
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required. This section states that until a written SPOES permit has been granted by the commissioner,
or by a designated representative, it is unlawful for any person to make or cause to make or use any
outlet or point source for the discharge of sewage, industrial waste or other wastes or the effluent
therefrom, into the waters of this state.
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NORTH DAKOTA

Responsible Agency for Class V UIC Program

North Dakota State Department of Health and Consolidated Laboratories

Environmental Health Section, Division of Water Quality
1200 Missouri Avenue, PO Box 5520
Bismarck, NO 58502-5520
Contact Person: Gary Bracht
(701) 221-5213

Summary of differences between State Class V regulations and Federal guidelines

There are no differences between state and Federal guidelines for Class V wells in the State of North
Dakota.

Closure guidelines for Class IV and V Wells

If a Class IV well is identified in the state, the well is plugged. Based on she specific conditions, such
as depth to ground water, type of contaminant, receptors, geology, or lithotogy of the area,
remediation of the soil and ground water may be required at the site. Prior to remedial activities, a site
investigation will be required. This authority requiring remediation comes from 61-28 of the Century
Code which is "Control, Prevention and Abatement of Pollution of Waters of the State of North
Dakota.*
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OHIO

Responsible Agency for Class V UlC Program

Ohio EPA
Division of Drinking and Ground Waters
P.O. Box 1049
1800 Watermark Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43266-0149
Contact Person: Mary Lou Hodnett
(614) 644-2905

Summary of differences between State Class V UlC regulations and Federal guidelines

Ohio Class V rules are similar to existing Federal guidelines. The State of Ohio grants exemptions from
formal permitting of Class V Aquifer Remediation wells designed to remediate contaminated sites
providing there will be no additional threat to USDWs. The UlC Unit of the Ohio EPA reviews a
workplan prior to exempting these weds from the permitting process. The workptan must include, at
a minimum, the following information:

a) A description of the nature of the spin/release (material/substance spMed, estimated volume,
material properties, etc);

b) A hydrogeologic site description {including ground-water flow direction);

c) A detailed description of proposed remediation action, i.e.
Injection well installation/construction
Pump and treat
In situ bioremediation
Air stripping, carbon adsorption, etc.;

e) A complete analysis of fluids to be injected;

f) The volume and rate of fluid to be injected; and

g) The results of any ground-water monitoring.

If a permitting exemption is granted, monthly operating reports must be submitted which must include
at a minimum:

a) An analysis of the injectate;

b) The rate and volume of the injected fluids;

c) A description of well maintenance and rehabilitation procedures; and

d) The results of ground-water monitoring at the she.

Ohio EPA grants exemptions with the understanding that injected fluids will not exceed Primary
Drinking Water Standards, Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) or Health Advisory Limits (HAs) and
that injection activities will not cause further spread of contamination.
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Ohio EPA has developed fact sheets, guidelines and guidance to assist Class V operators in meeting
regulatory requirements and protection of ground water including:

a) Class V Injection Well Fact Sheet;

b) Ohio EPA, UIC Program, Class V Well Inventory Reporting Form;

c) 5X28 Best Management Practices (1/18/91);

d) Information Summary of BMPs for Class V Injection Wells; and

e) 5X26 Aquifer Remediation Projects.

Closure guidelines for Class IV and V wells

Closure of Class IV wells generally is referred to Ohio EPA's Division of Hazardous Waste Management,
and the wells must be closed according to RCRA rules with input from the UIC program.

Ohio EPA requires that any Class V well owner or operator submit a plan for plugging and
abandonment for approval prior to closure. This assures that weHs will be closed in a manner
protective of USDWs.
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OREGON

Responsible Agency for Class V UIC Program

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (ODEQ)

811 SW 6th Avenue
Portland, OR 97204
Contact Person: Rene C. Dulay
(503) 229-5374

Summary of differences between State Class V UIC regulations and federal guidelines

OAR 340-44-015 1) and 2) • The State of Oregon has a general requirement for a Water Pollution
Control Facilities permit to construct and operate any waste disposal well, except for the following
types of waste disposal wells which, though regulated, do not require a permit:

a) cesspool and seepage pits of less than 5,000 gallons per day capacity;

b) stormwater drains from residential or commercial areas, which are not affected by toxic or
industrial wastes; and

c) sewage drain holes serving less than 20 persons per day.

3) - Other waste disposal wells may be exempted from permit requirements on a case-by-case basis,
including:

a) all cesspools and seepags pits constructed before January 1 ,1982 , and which dispose of
only domestic waste;

b) all sewage drain holes which were constructed before January 1,1980, and which dispose
of only domestic waste;

c) geothermal reinjection wells which return uncontaminated water to the same or an
equivalent quality aquifer; and

d) reinjection of air conditioning water or heat pump transfer water to the same aquifer or one
of equivalent quality.

4) - The following types of wells are prohibited:

a) wells used to dispose of hazardous waste into, above, or below a USDW;

b) wells used to dispose of other industrial or municipal wastewater into or below a USDW; and

c) wells used for underground injection activities that allow movement of fluids into a USDW
if the fluids will cause a violation of NPDWRs.

5) - The use of sewage drain holes is prohibited unless the disposal well is outside the boundaries of
an incorporated city, sanitary district or county service district and municipal sewer service is not
available to the property; or unless the ODEQ grants a waiver.

OAR 340-44-017 1) - Without first obtaining a Waste Disposal Well Repair Permit from the Director
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or his representative, no person may repair or attempt to repair a plugged or otherwise failing sewage
drain hole.

OAR 340-44-030 - Permits may not be issued for construction, maintenance or use of waste disposal
wells where any other treatment or disposal method which affords better protection of public health
or water resources is reasonably available or possible.

Inventory requirements. The State of Oregon Class V UlC regulations do not require submission of
inventory information.

OAR 340-44-035 - Permits must contain conditions relating to their location, construction or use and
a time limited for authorized use.

OAR 340-44-040 - Upon abandonment or discontinuance of use, waste disposal wells must be plugged
and sealed.

OAR 340-44-050 1) - Waste disposal wells for storm drainage will only be used in those areas where
there is an adequate confinement barrier or filtration medium between the well and a USOW, and
where construction of surface-discharging storm sewers is not practical.

2) - New storm drainage disposal wells must be as shallow as possible but may not exceed a d^pth
of 100 feet.

3} - Storm drainage wells may not be located closer than 500 feet to a domestic water well.

4) - Use of a waste disposal well for agriculture drainage is prohibited.

5) - Use of a waste disposal well for surface drainage in areas where toxic chemicals or petroleum
products are stored or handled is prohibited, unless there is containment around the product area which
will prevent spillage or leakage from entering the weM.

6) - Any owner or operator of a waste disposal welt for storm drainage must have available a means
of temporarily plugging or blocking the well in the event of an accident or spiM.

7) - Any parking lot which is drained by waste disposal wels must be kept dean of petroleum products
and other organic or chemical wastes as much as practicable to minimize the degree of contamination
of the storm water drainage.

Closure guidelines for Class IV and V weMs

Closure requirements for Class IV wells should conform with RCRA rules which the Oregon Department
of Environmental Quality is implementing.

OAR 340-44-040 • Abandonment and Plugging of Waste Disposal WeMs.

1} A waste disposal well, upon abandonment or discontinuance of use, must immediately be rendered
completely inoperable by plugging and sealing the hole to prevent the well from being a channel
allowing the vertical movement of water and a possible source of contamination of the ground-water
supply.

2) All portions of the well which are surrounded by "solid wall" formation must be plugged and filled
with cement grout or concrete.
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3) The top portion of the weH must be effectiveiv saaled with cement grout or conenttM to • depth
of at least 18 feet below the surface of the ground or, wherever this method of sealing is not practical,
effective sealing must be accomplished in a manner approved in writing by the Director or his
authorized representative.
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SOUTH CAROLINA

Responsible Agency for Class V UlC Program

South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC)
Ground Water Protection Division
Underground Injection Control Program
2600 Bull Street
Columbia, SC 29201
Contact Person: Robert Devlin
(803) 734-5324

Summary of differences between State Class V UlC Regulations and Federal Class V guidelines

UlC Regulations, 48-1-R61 -87.11 (E) - Class V wells are subdivided into Class V-A and Class V-B welts.
The Class V-B well classification applies to all injection wells used to return to the supply aquifer the
water which has passed through a non-contact system and includes, but is not limited to heat pump
return flow wells and cooling water return flow wells. Class V-A well classification applies to all
injection wells not included in Class I, II, III, IV, and V-B wells.

Class V-A Wells

48-1-R61-87.5 • Protection of underground sources of drinking water. The movement of fluids
containing wastes or contaminants into underground sources of drinking water as a result of injection
is prohibited if the presence of the waste or contaminant: -'

a) may cause a violation of any drinking water standard under R61-58.5; or

b) may otherwise adversely affect the health of persons.

48-1-R61 -87.11 (E.2) - No person may construct, use or operate a well of this ciass for injection:

a) except as authorized by a permit issued by the SCDHEC as provided by these regulations;
or

b) in violation of R61-87.5.

48-1-R61-87.13 • Permit requirements. A permit must be obtained from the SCDHEC prior to
constructing, operating or using any Class V-A well for injection.

Class V-A permits must contain the following:

a) A description of the activities conducted by the applicant which require a permit;

b) name, mailing address, and location of the facility for which the application is submitted;

c) the owner's and (if different than the owner) operator's name, address, telephone number,
ownership status, and status of Federal, state, private, public, or other entity;

d) a brief description of the nature of the business; and
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a) proposed operating data as follows:

- average and maximum daily rate and volume of fluid to be injected;
- average and maximum injection pressure; and
- source and an analysis of the chemical, physical, biological and radiological characteristics
of the injected fluid.

Class V-B Wells

48-1-R61 -87.11 (F) -This class is authorized by rule and does not require a permit; however, no person
may construct, use or operate a well of this class for injection in violation of R61-87.5.

Reporting requirements: All Class V-B well owners or operators must submit the following information
to the SCDHEC no later than thirty days after beginning injection for new wells of this class:

a) facility name and location description including direction and distance from two nearby map
reference points;

b) name and mailing address of facility owner;

c) name and mailing address of facility operator;

d) nature and type of injection facility and well(s) including drawings of the surface and
subsurface construction details of the well(s); and

e) operating status of the injection facility and wells(s).

Closure guidelines for Class IV and V wells

Class V wells in operation prior to the effective date of the stated regulations must be permitted or
abandoned by the owner in a manner specified by the SCDHEC. All Class IV wells must be abandoned
by the owner in a manner specified by the SCDHEC. As part of abandonment, die Department may
require the owner to:

a) Install monitoring wells in the injection zone and adjacent zones as necessary to detect the
dispersion and migration of injection fluids within and from the injection zones.

b) Monitor the fluid levels and water quality in the injection and monitoring wells at specified
intervals.

c) Submit the results of the monitoring at such frequencies and in such form as specified.
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SOUTH DAKOTA

Responsible Agencies for Class V UIC Program

1} EPA Region VIII
One Denver Place, Suite 500
999 18th Street
Denver, CO 80202-2313
Contact Person: Thomas Pike
(303) 293-1544

Explanation: The State of South Dakota has not obtained primacy of the Class V UIC program;
therefore, that program is administered by the EPA Region VIII. '

2) Division of Environmental Quality
Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Joe Foss Building
523 East Capital Avenue
Pierre, SD 57501-3181
Contact Person: Jeanne Goodman

(605> 773-5047

Explanation: This department handles the state's water quality issues.

Summary of differences between Class V State regulations and Federal Class V guidelines

Although the EPA Region VIII administers the Class V UIC program, state regulations also apply.

74:03:15:02 • Classification of ground water.

(a) The existing and future beneficial uses of ground water must be maintained and protected.
Waters for which the ambient water quality is better than the minimum levels prescribed must
be maintained and protected at the better water quality.

(b) Ground water which has an ambient concentration of 10,000 mg/L or less total dissolved
solids is classified as having the beneficial use of drinking water supplies, suitable for human
consumption.

(c) If the ambient concentration of any water contaminant in the ground water is in
conformance with the standards in 74:03:15:03, degradation of the ground water to the limit
of the standards may be permitted as specified in chapter 74:03:16 for necessary economic
or social development upon approval of a water quality variance permit.

(d) No water quality standards may be violated and no designated beneficial uses may be
impaired by the granting of a water quality variance permit allowing degradation of ground-
water quality- If the ground-water quality does not meet the standards in 74:03:15:03 as a
result of natural causes or conditions, no degradation of the ground water beyond the ambient
concentration may be allowed.

74:03:15:03 - Standards for ground water. Within this section are listed the standards which must
be met unless otherwise provided by chapters 74:03:15 and 74:03:16.
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74:03:16:02 • Applicant for ground-water discharge plans. The owner and operator of a new
discharge facility, unless exempted, as well as existing facilities that discharge waste or pollutants that
may move directly or indirectly into ground water must apply to the secretary for an approved ground-
water discharge plan.

74:03:16:05 - Class V UIC wells permitted by the EPA do not need separate state-approved discharge
plans but are required to comply with state regulations.

74:03:16:06 - Application requirements for ground-water discharge plan approval. This section lists
the sixteen required elements to be included in the discharge plan.
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TENNESSEE

Responsible Agencies for Class V UIC Program

1} EPA Region IV
Water Supply Branch
345 Courtland Street, NE
Atlanta, GA 30365
Contact Person: Nancy Marsh
(404) 257-3866

Explanation: The State of Tennessee has not obtained primacy of the Class V UIC program; therefore,
that program is administered through the EPA Region IV office. Region IV has given the state some
authority to handle Class V issues.

2) Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation
Division of Water Supply
401 Church Street
Nashville, TN 37243
Contact Person: Robin Bell
(615)532-0191

Explanation: Although Tennessee does not have primacy over Class V wells. Class V issues are first
handled through this department. If the issue cannot be resolved through this department according
to the state regulations, the case is then directed to Region IV.

Summary of differences between State Class V UIC regulations and Federal Class V guidelines

Although the EPA administers the Class V program, some *£??* regulations also apply.

Classification of injection wells. The State of Tennessee does not classify septic systems or agriculture
drainage wells as Class V wells.

1200-4-6-.14(1.a) - The use of any well to dispose of water carrying human waste, household cr
business waste, raw sewage or effluent from any septic tank or other sewer system of any kind is
prohibited.

1200-4-6-.14{1.b) - The use of any Class V well in such a manner as to present a hazard to any
existing or future use of ground water classified pursuant to rule 1200-4-6-.05U) is prohibited.

1200-4-6-.14(2.a) - Construction and operation of a Class V well is authorized provided the use of any
Class V injection woll does not present a hazard to any existing or future use of ground water classified
pursuant to rule 1200-4-6-.05(1).

1200-4-6-.14(2.b) - It is a requirement that the ownar or operator of a Class V well supply the
following:

a) Facility name and location, including a plot plan showing location of well(s);

b) Name and address of legal contact;

c) Ownership of facility;
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d) Nature and type of injection wells, including installed dimensions of wells and construction
materials;

e) Operating status of injection wells, including history of injection;

f) Volume of injected fluid;

g) Nature of injected fluid to include physical, chemical, biological or radiological
characteristics;

h) Description of injection well, including monitoring wells(s); and

i) Plans for the construction of any new well, or modification of any existing Class V injection
well which have been approved by the Department of Environmental Conservation.

1200-4-6-. 14(41 • No authorization by permit or rule will be allowed where a Class V well causes or
allows a violation of the water quality criteria in rule 120O-4-6-.05 or results in the pollution of any
ground or surface water.

1200-4-6-. 14-15) • If at any time the Department learns that an existing Class V system may cause a
violation of these regulations, the Department must:

a) require the injector to apply for an individual permit;

b) order the injector to take such actions including, where required, closure of the injection well
as may be necessary to prevent the violation; or

c) take enforcement action.

1200-4-6-.14(6) - Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, the Department may take
emergency action upon receipt of information that a contaminant from a Class V injection system is
likely to enter a public water system and present an imminent and substantial endangerment to human
health.

1200-4-6-.14{7) - Construction Standards for Class V Wells are as follows:

a) The variety of Class V wells and their uses dictate a variety of construction designs
consistent with those uses and preclude specific construction standards. However, a well
must be designed and constructed for its intended use, in accordance with good engineering
practices. The design and construction must be approved by the Department of Environment
and Conservation.

b) Class V wells must be constructed so that their intended use does not violate the water
quality standards.

1200-4-6-.14(8) - Operating Requirements for Class V Wells are as follows:

a) All Class V injection wells must be operated in such a manner that they do not present a
hazard to ground water classified pursuant to rule 1200-4-6-.05(1).

b) Use of a pretreatment system may be necessary to insure that the water discharged meets
the applicable water quality standards.
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c) Initial and/or periodic testing may be required for Class V injection wells.

d) Upon completion of the well, the owner or operator must certify to the Department that the
well has been completed in accordance with the approved construction plan and must submit
any other additional information required.

1200-4-6-.14O) - Monitoring Requirements are as follows:

a) The Department may require monitoring of Class V injection wells, the nature of which will
be determined by the type of well, nature of the injected fluid and water quality of the
receiving aquifer.

b) The Department must determine the extent and frequency of monitoring based on the type
of injection well and the nature of the injected fluid.

1200-4-6-. 14(10)- Reporting requirements for Class V wells will be determined by the type of injection
well and nature of injected f uid.

Closure guidelines for Class IV and V wells

1200-4-6-.14U 1) - State Class V plugging and abandonment standards are as follows:

a) The Department will order that a Class V injection well be plugged and abandoned when the
use of the system is determined to be a hazard to the ground-water resource.

b) Prior to abandoning a Class V injection well, the well must be plugged with cement in a
manner which will not allow movement of fluids between formations containing ground water
classified pursuant to rule 1200-4-6-.05U). The proposed plugging method and type of
cement must be approved by the Department. Placement of the cement plug must be
accomplished by any recognized method which is acceptable to the Department.

c) The owner or operator must notify the Department of his intentions to abandon the system
when a Class V injection well is no longer used or is usable for its intended purpose.

d) The owner of any Class V injection well must apply for a Plugging and Abandonment Permit
when the well is no longer used or usable for its intended purpose or any other purpose
approved by the Department. The application must include justification for abandonment, the
approved plugging and abandonment plan and any proposed modification to the original
plugging plan as approved by the Department.
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TEXAS

Responsible Agencies for Class V UIC Program

1} Underground Injection Control
Railroad Commission of Texas
P.O. Drawer 12967, Capital Station
Austin, TX 78711-2967
Contact Person: Richard Ginn
(512) 463-6796

Explanation: The Railroad Commission covers all UIC activities related to the production of oil and gas.

2} Texas Water Commission (TWC)
Ground Water Section
P.O. Box 13087 Capital Station
Austin, TX 78711
Contact Person: Steve Mustek
(512)371-6329

Explanation: The TWC covers all Class V UIC activities other than anything related to the production
of oil and gas.

Summary of differences in State Class V UIC regulations ?nd Federal Class V guidelines

Rules of the Texas Water Commission

331.3 - With the exception of the injection of waste into subsurfaces via a single family residential
cesspool, septic system, or other device that receives waste which has an open bottom or perforated
sides, the construction of an injection well, the conversion of a well into an injection well, and the use
or operation of an injection well is prohibited unless authorized by an injection well permit, order or rule
of the commission.

331.4- Mechanical Integrity. Injection may be prohibited for Class V wells which lack mechanical
integrity. A demonstration of mechanics' integrity may be required at any time' if there is reason to
believe mechanical integrity is lacking.

331.5 - No permit or authorization by rule may be allowed where an injection well causes or allows
the movement of fluid that would result in the pollution of a USDW.

331.9 - Class V wells injecting contaminated water are authorized by rule subject to post-construction
registration.

331.9 - Class V wells involving a waste, treated waste, or treated contaminated water require staff
approval before construction.

331.9 - Underground Injection of domestic wastewater of 1000 gallons or greater per day requires a
UIC permit prior to construction.

331.132 - Construction standards for Class V wells.

a) All Class V wells must be completed in accordance with the following specifications unless
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otherwise authorized by the Commission.

b} A form for the construction of ail new Class V wells must be completed.

c) The annular space between the borehole and the casing must be filled from ground level to
a depth of not less than ten feet below the land surface or well head with cement slurry. In
areas of shallow, unconfirmed ground-water aquifers, the cement need not be placed below the
static water level. In areas of shallow, confined ground-water aquifers having artesian head,
the cement need not be placed below the top of the water-bearing strata.

d} In all wells where plastic casing is used, a concrete slab or sealing block must be placed
above the cement slurry around the well at the ground surface.

e) In wells where steel casing is used, a slab or block will be required above the cement slurry
except when a pitless adapter is used.

f) All wells, especially those that are gravel packed, must be completed so that aquifers or
zones containing waters that are known to differ significantly in chemical quality are not
allowed to commingle through the borehole-casing annulus or the gravel pack and cause quality
degradation of any aquifer zone.

g) The well casing must be capped or completed in a manner that will prevent pollutants from
entering the well.

h) When undesirable water is encountered in a Class V wed, the undesirable water must be
sealed off and confined to the zone{s) of origin.

Closure guidelines for Class IV and V wells

Class IV wells are prohibited, and proper closure according to appropriate regulations is required.
Because these wells involve hazardous waste, in most cases they are subject to RCRA requirements.
These requirements are complex and depend on the status of the facility at the time of closure.

331.133 Closure Standards.

a) It is the responsibility of the landowner or person having the well drilled, deepened, or
otherwise altered, to plug or have plugged, according to standards set forth in these rules, a
Class V well which is to be abandoned.

b) Closure must be accomplished by removing all of the removable casing and the entire well
filled to land surface with cement.

c) In lieu of the procedure in subsection (b) of this section, and if the use of a Class V well that
does not contain undesirable water is to be permanently discontinued, the well may be filled
with fine sand, clay, or heavy mud followed by a cement plug extending from land surface to
a depth of not less than ten feet.

d} In lieu of the procedure in subsection (b) of this section, and if the use of a Class V weN that
does contain undesirable water is to be permanently discontinued, either the zone(s) containing
undesirable water, or the fresh water zone(s) must be isolated with cement plugs and the
remainder of the well bore filled with sand, clay, or heavy mud to form a base for a cement
plug extending from land surface to a depth of not less than ten feet.
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Class V wait closures ar« reviewed on a case-by-case basis for cleanup and closure procaduras. In
general, any contaminant sourca should ba removed, any contaminatad ground watar should be
remediated to pra-contamination background concentrations if faasibto, and tha wall plugged, from
total depth to tha surface, with cement or an approved substitute.
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UTAH

Responsible Agency for Class V VIC Program

Department of Environmental Quality (UDEQ)
Division of Water Quality
P.O. Box 144870
Salt Lake City. Utah 84114-4870
Contact Person: Fred Pehrson
(801) 538-6146

Explanation: This department regulates all state Class V welts with the exception of Class V septic
systems of less than 5000 gallons, which are handled by local health departments.

Summary of differences between State Class V UIC regulations and Federal Class V UlC guidelines

The State of Utah's UIC regulations are equivalent to the Federal requirements. The state requirements
can be found in the Administrative Rules for the UIC Program, R317-7, Utah Administrative Code.

The state currently has no general Class V permit form. Each case is considered on a site-specific
basis.

Closure guidelines for Class IV and V weKs

Closure of 5X28 and 5W20 injection weds. These wells are ordered closed as they are identified. If
injsctate exceeds MCLs, ground water is considered endangered and ground-water assessments are
required. If contamination is found to be impacting USDWs, remediation strategies'must be
implemented.
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WASHINGTON

Responsible Agency for Class V UIC Program

Washington Department of Ecology
P.O. Box 47600
Olympia, WA 88504-7600
Contact Parson: Bart Bowlen
(206) 438-7066

Summary of differences between State Class V UIC regulations and Federal Class V UIC guidelines

WAC 173.218.020 - Policy. The disposal of wast* fluids from industrial, commercial, or municipal
sources into wells wiH not be authorized by the department, except that existing operations are
authorized providing these operations satisfy the necessary standards and requirements.

WAC 173.218.040 - Authorization required. No fluid may be injected through wefts except as
authorized pursuant to this chapter.

WAC 173.218.090 - Class V injection wells.

1) all nev* Cfess V injection weds that inject industrial, municipal, or commercial waste fluid
. into or above a USDW are prohibited.

2) Owners of all existing Class V weds that inject industrial, municipal, or commercial wast*
fluids into a USDW must apply to the Department for approval to operate.

3) Owners of aN other Class V weds must notify the Department of the location of their wefts.

WAC 173.218.100 - Permit terms and conditions.

1) Permits must specify conditions that reflect aft* known, available, and reasonable methods
of prevention, control, and treatment, and fanH Federal UIC requirements. Any oondMona
necessary to preserve and protect a USDW must be included.

2) Any injection weN that allows the movement of fluid into a USDW that results in a violation
of a national primary drinking water standard or may otherwise adversely affect the beneficial
use of a USDW is prohibited.

Closure guidelines for Class IV and V weHs

Currently, there are no state closure regulations; however department guidance for Class V closure
is administered on a case-by-case basis. If a Class IV well is to be closed, it is handled under state
RCRA requirements which are more stringent than the Federal RCRA requirements for remediation.
For example, Washington has ground-water quaKty standards which must be met.

Remediations are covered under the Model Toxics Control Act (MTCA). This Act includes ground-
water quality standards that parallel the Ground Water Quality Standards, Chapter 173-200 WAC.
These ground-water quality standards apply primarily to discharges including stormwater which affect
ground water.
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WYOMING

Responsible Agency for Class V UlC Program

Water Quality Division
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality
122 West 25th Street
Cheyenne, WY 82002
Contact Person: Robert Lucht
(307) 777-7781

Summary of differences between State Class V UlC regulations and Federal guidelines

The State of Wyoming regulates 5X25, 5X15 and 5X14 wells as Class III wells and not Class V welts.
In addition, 5N24 wells are regulated as Class I wells.

The State of Wyoming does not have "Authorization by Rule." Within W.S. 35-11-301 (a), it is stated
that no person, except when authorized by permit, may discharge wast* to waters of the state. '
All injections require either a UlC permit or a permit to construct under Chapter III of the Wyoming
Water Quality Rules and Regulations.

The regulation of septic tanks with less than 2000 gallons per day capacity and no industrial
component may be delegated to counties. Specific delegations vary among the counties.

Closure guidelines for Class IV and V wetts

For wastes disposed of at levels significantly above MCL's, the Wyoming Department of Environmental
Quality requires site investigations including installation of monitoring weds and extensive analyses.
If ground-water contamination is detected, remediation, including source removal, may be required.

The state requires periodic monitoring of effluent.

As of November, 1992, approximately one half of the state's 5X28 weds had been plugged.
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APPENDIX B

ERA'S BEST MANAGEMENT IKACHCHS FOR

PROTBCTING GROUND WATER



&EPA

Unitod Slaws
Etwirowmwual PwHWion
Agency

Ottc* or Water (WH SaOG) EPA 570/9 91-G3&
January 1942

Best Management Practices
For Protecting Ground Water

SUMMARY OF CLASS V WELL BMP FACT SHEETS

FactShMt Facility undWtilTyp*

Automotive Service Stations Using Shallow Waste Disposal WeHs

Facilities Using Shalow Industrial Wast* Disposal WeHs

Fact She* No. 1

Fact Sheet No. 2

Fact Sheet No. 2A

Fact Sheet No. 2B

Fact Sheet No. 2C

Fact Sheet Np. 20

Fact Sheet No. 2E

Fact Sheet No. 2F

Fact Sheet No. 2G

Fact Sheet No. 2H

Fact Sheet No. 21

Fact Sheet No. 3

Additional BMPs for Dry Cleaners Using Shatow Industrial Waste
Disposal WeNs

Additional BMPs for Photographic Processina Establishments
Using StiaflowtnAiStrialWaM Disposal Welt

Addtional BMPs tor Furniture Strippers Using Shalow Industrial
Waste Disposal Weds "*"

Addrjonal BMPs tor Elsctroplaters Using Shalow Industrial Waste
Disposal WeMs

AddWonal BMPs for Printed Circuit Board Manufacturers Using
Shalow Industrial Waste Disposal WeHs

AddWonal BMPs for Priming Shops Using Shalow Industrial
Waste Disposal Weds

Addtional BMPs for Fabricated Metal industry FatiKtie* Using
Shalow Industrial Waste Disposal Wefts

AddMonal BMPs for Madfcal Services FadMes UsingShalow -
Industrial Waste Disposal Wefts

Addsjonai BMPs for Lawn Cam Estabfishments Using Shalow
Industrial Waste Disposal Wefts

Carwashes Using Shalow Industrial Waste Disposal Wefts

Horn: TTMM8MPsm«Mp»dlromaMayi9ei EPA rapottMad. -Oats V WM SMP Guidanc* • P I M M land
Ptmm H.' and tmf b—n iwcdWaa in r—pooM ID caawrmtm by EPA nagionr For a copy o( tw EPA rapon.
phMM contact tht Undarareund \i^dan Connt Branch al Ha OHm ol Ground Wane and Dnnfcmg Wntr. U S
EPA.

For further information conta«:



Unftad Statas OHica oC Waiar (WH 5S0G) EPA 573/9-91 -O36A
EnwonmantalProtaction Januaiyi992

Best Management Practices
For Protecting Ground Water
Automotive Service Stations Using

Shallow Waste Disposal Wells
(Class V Well BMP Fact Sheet Number 1)

EPA rscognizss ttiat cartaw industrial wast* disposal pracScas using drajnags wais may pose unaooaptatta risks to
Undargreund Souroas ot Drinking Watar. Thass opsraton* alow twdfccharg* of various wasiss 10 a drainage
sysiam naHhar d—ignsd tot nor capabia ot Mating twm. Aosordtagty. BMPs tor Sarvio* Station Disposal Wals
focus on wal doaura and aWamaMva disposal wathods. WahavaakwindudrtBMH lor watts miriMzafon 10 hsip
tacaWssra*Mawas)sdktposalcosli.raBa^kttSof ttadtoposalmatiodttwyuae. ki addtfon local, county, and
StatarvgulaaomrnayproMbltusaoftioaawals. NMa: tiaaa pmeioas ara racommsndaions only. Formora
intormatton. contact t » parson namsd batow.

Wel l C l o s u r e (If s o d i r e c t e d !

• Submit closure plan if so directed; temporarily plug wel with cement or plumbers
plug until plan is approved

• After sampling wen contents, clean pipes and drains leading to welH so Directed,
using, for example, plastic pigs

• Remove Squid and sludge from wen if so directed; dispose of in compliance win
federal, State, and local laws

• Fin well voids with clean inert material; seal pipes and well sides with cement or
concrete; plug and cap wel opening: seal cap and floor

• Remove and dispose of visibly contaminated soil in compliance with federal,
State, and local laws

• After removing visWy contaminated soi. collect and analyze soil and fluid
samples; send results to Chief of the appropriate State or Region Section

• For bay drairKs) connected to a septic system, continue to use septic system
(after closing bay drains) only if allowed and only for domestic waste

Al ternat ive Disposal

• If floor drain(s) are required, connect drain(s)/disposal system(s) to sanitary
sewer if allowed by appropriate federal, State and local regulations

• If floor drain(s) are required, connect dra'm(s) to holding tank: periodically pump
out tank and have licensed hauler transport wastes to an approved treatment or
disposal facility

• Use waste exchange services to reuse and recycle as much waste as practical

• Apply for a permit to continue injecting if so directed



United States Office o« Water <WH 55OG) EPA 570/9-91-036B
Environmental Protection January 1992
Agency

Best Management Practices
For Protecting Ground Water
Facilities Using Shallow Industrial

Waste Disposal Wells
(Class V Well BMP Fact Sheet Number 2)

EPA recognises Mat certain industrial waste disposal practices using drainage weds may pose unacceptable
risks 10 Undergmund Sources of Drinking Wawr. These operator* allow tie dweherpe of various wanes *> a
drainage syslem neMher designed tor ncc cepable d w a n g tiem. Acoordtagly. BMPs fat IndusWel Disposal
Welstocus on welctoeure and aMsmaive disposal mettods. We have also included BMF* lor waste mMmiza-
ion 10 help lacMes reduce wane dkposal costs, regardleM of «w dtopottal method M y use. SeeFactShee*
2A-21 lor W ^ t e Industrial WsposalWeta used by spedfeiridusWes. In addition local, county, and Stale
lagulaioni may ptohMt use otfteae wfc . Note: these practices are recommendeiions only. For mere
informellona contact no person named below.

Wall Closure (If so directed!

• Submit closure plan K so directed; temporarily plug weN with cement or
plumbers plug until plan is approved

• After sampling well contents, clean pipes and drains leading towel if to
directed, using, for example, plastic pigs

..•-•- . • Remove liquid and sludge from well if so directed; dispose of in compli-
ance with federal. State, and local laws

• RH weU with clean inert material, seal pipes and weH sides with cement or
concrete, and plug and cap wei opening; seal cap and floor

• Remove and dispose of visibly contaminaied soil in compliance with
federal. State, and local laws

• After removing vistory contaminated soil collect and analyze soil and fluid
samples; send results to the Chief of the appropriate State or Region
Section

Alternat ive D isposa l

• If itoordrain(s) are required, connect drain(s)/disposal system(s) to
sanitary sewer if allowed by appropriate federal. State and local regula-
tions

• If floor drain(s) are required, connect drains) to holding tank; periodically
pump out tank and have licensed hauler transport wastes to an approved
treatment or disposal facility

• Use waste exchange services and recycle as much waste as practical

• Apply for a permit to continue injecting if so directed



UflHwS StatM Otf C* Of Wai«f (WH 550G) EPA 570/9-91-036C
Environmental Prwoction January 1992
Ajancy

Best Management Practices
For Protecting Ground Water

For Dry Cleaners Using
Shallow Industrial Waste

Disposal Wells
(Class V Well BMP Fact Sheet Number 2A)

EPA woognb— hat owtam induaaial M M dhpoaal pradlCM using dntinaga w*Hc may poa* unaccaptabte
iMsioUndwgreundSourowtXOrinWngWaiw. Thaat oparaions alow fwdkcharga of various M M t to

d J t M d l ^ t o b t o t M ^ t Accordkigly. BMP* tor IndutW
W h fc i l d d BMPOtapOMl Wtlt tocu* on wM do«ra and MwnaltM dtaposai nw«wdi. W* haw* afco included BMP» tor

< l > h t o l l i n d i i d a ^ ^
Mt l t tt Nt t toIn addHon too*, county, and Slato raguWont may pronMt U M ol t»s« watt. Nota: tiaa* pnotoM a n

taootnmandaMoni only. For mom inlormaton. contact t» paraon namad batow.

The BMPs feted below apply to dry cleaners. Pact Sheet Number 2 in this
series lots BMPs that are applicable to Industrial Disposal Weds in general
(including those used by dry cleaners), particularly lor closure and alternative
disposal.

Minimization

• Use equipment with butt-in dfetHation units or add such units to
existing equipment to extend the life of solvents and reduce s t i waste
volume

• Add carbon adsorption units, refrigeration/condensation units, or
azeotropic conditioning for solvent recovery (azeotropic conditioning
entails adding a substance to a mixture to facilitate distlation and
separation of individual components of the mixture)

• Add prewashing where possble to remove some dust and oils (this
increases solvent and filter cartridge fife)

• Property operate distillation units to minimize solvent content of stW
bottoms

• Heat used filter cartridges in a closed container to vaporize and
capture excess solvent

• Open button traps and lint gaskets only long enough to clean

• Inspect and repair gaskets, seals, hoses, and couplings to minimize
solvent, vapor, and liquid loss



United States Ott ice of Water (WH S50G) EPA 570/9-91-036D
Environmental Protection January 1992
Agency

Best Management Practices
For Protecting Ground Water

For Photographic Processing
Establishments Using Shallow
Industrial Waste Disposal Wells

(Class V Well BMP Fact Sheet Number 2B)
EPA recognizes tot certs* industiaJ M M disposal practice* wing drainage wete may pose unacceptable
risks to Undaiground Source* ot Drinking Wafer. Theee operations sNow tie discharge ot various wastts to a
otoinepesystBmnsriwd^sigMd (or nor espstte of treeing torn. Aeeorolngly. BMPs tor Industrial Disposal
Was locus on wal dosura and aHarnaave disposal methods. W have alsojrejudsd BMPs tor waste rntttntta-
Von to risto tacWIas raduca waste dvposel costs* regaRffses ot via dhpossJ meftiod fliey usa. In addWon locals

. county, and Stats regulations may prenfeit usa of ttwoawals. Nots: t>s— pradlcas ara facommfi(isfcnt only.
For mora intofmason, contact t* parson named batow.

The BMPs listed below apply to photographic processing establishments. Fact
Sheet Number 2 in this series lists BMPs that are applicable to Industrial Disposal
Wells (including those used by photographic processing establishments), particu-
larly for closure and alternative disposal.

• W a a t o Minimizat ion"

• Use as little water as possble (e.g.. install water demand valves to control
water use)

• Use timers to turn off continuous washers when film is not being pro-
cessed to reduce wastewater volume

• Install a washiess processing system

• Use film with less or no silver: or use silver fixers which aNow silver to be
filtered out of developing solutions

• Replace ferricyanide bleach with ferric EDTA(ethytenediaminetetraacetic)
complex (Note: mixing EOTA complex from scratch may be dangerous) or
regenerate spent ferri-cyanide bieach using ozone oxidation, electrolysis,
persuttate salts, liquid bromine, ion exchange, or highly concentrated
bleach-fix replenishment

• Use a closed-cycle system to enhance recovery of silver

• Configure chemical recovery cartridges in series to maximize silver
recovery

• Recover silver by using metallic replacement, electrolytic recovery,
chemical precipitation, ion exchange, reverse osmosis, and/or evapora-
tion



Unrtad States OMea oi Waiar (WH 55CG) EPA 570/9-91-036E
Environmental Protection January 1992
Agency

&ERA Best Management Practices
For Protecting Ground Water

For Furniture Strippers Using
Shallow Industrial Waste

Disposal Wells
(Class V Well BMP Fact Sheet Number 2C)

EPA recognizes tuft certain industrial M M dtopocaJ praesces using drainage went may pose unacceptable risks
is Underground SOUTOM ol Drinking Water. These operseta alow tie discharge olvsrtx* wastes to a draneoe
systsrwneiewdeiignsdlbriMroapaMeofteaJnflfiem. Acootdtogty. BMPs 1or tndustUt Disposal wass fecus -
on wet doeure and tflernaiive disposal metwds. We haw akw included BMPs lor warn mMmizaiton to M p
tedMhw radue* wasia dlspoul cowt. wqirdkwi ol ttw dhpotH mMnod th«y uc*. m addWon local, county, and
SMa mgukMloni may prohibit U H ol tw»t wafc. Now: «Maa pradloaa ara raoommandMiona onry. Formora
informaHon, contact ttia panon namad bafow. . - v

The BMPs fisted below apply to furniture strippers. Fact Sheet 2 in this series ist**
BMPs that are applicable to Industrial Disposal Wells in general {including those,
used by furniture strippers), particularly for closure and alternative disposal. In
addition the Agency believes that wastes from furniture strippers pose significant
risks to ground water when injected. Industrial Disposal Wefts at these facilities
wM probably be closed.

Waste M in imiza t ion

• Use complete hand stripping in place ol chemical stripping where practical

• Remove loose paint and stain by hand before chemical stripping

• Spray stripping chemicals on furniture in sealed chambers and filter
excess and runoff, or use a recirculat'mg flow system which screens the
stripping fluid as it is recycled

• Have a licensed recycling service periodically collect used hot and cold '
tank liquids and provide new or replenished stripping fluids

Now: Thau BMPs ara adapud horn a May 1991 EPA raport tMad. 'Class V Wad BMP Guidance - Phata I and
PhaM II.* and hava baan modified m rasponsa » commans by EPA Ragions For a copy ol ffia EPA raporc.
ptaas* contact the Underground injection Control Branch ol trta Office ol Ground WaMr and Dnnking Waar. U.S.
EPA.

For further information contact:



UnrladStatas Oftic* ol Watar (WH 550G) EPA570/V-91-036F
Environmental Prottciion January 1992
AQ«ncy

&ERA Best Management Practices
For Protecting Ground Water

For Electroplaters Using Shallow
Industrial Waste Disposal Wells
(Class V Well BMP Fact Sheet Number 2D)

EPA racogniiat lhal otrtain induwM waait dfepocal pracscm using drainaga wMi may posa unaccapabla
risks 10 UndMgmund Sourcas of (Miking wattr. Thasa operations aMow tw dlscharga o4 various wasiss 1o a
AaJnagasystsmnsHhardaiigMd tor nc«capablac4 Mating tiam. Acoonttngty. BMP* kx.' dtMhal Oispaul
Wati focus on wtlctoaura and aMamaVwoiposalnMrthods. We hava also *K*idad BMis tor watts n**wza-
NontohalpfacWiacraduoawauxtepoMlooM. iagardaa» ol tw dapoaal nwhod lhay t««. In addMon local,
county, and Stan regulator* may prohfcit uat ot ttaaa wait. Nott: tiaaa pracaow ar» racbmmandaaons orty.
For mora Jntarmaton. contact tia parson namad baiow.

The BMPs listed below apply to the electroplating industry. Fact Sheet Number 2
in this series lists BMPs that are applicable to Industrial DtsposafWeHs in general
(including those used by electroplaters), particularly for closure and alternative
disposal. In addition the Agency believes that wastes from Electroplaters pose
significant risks to ground water when injected. Industrial Disposal WeKs at these
facilities will probably be closed.

W a s t e Min imizat ion

• Use deionized water in place of tap water to facilitate recycling and
minimize the generation of sludges

• Extend plating bath life and recover metals and additives through treat-
ment

— For example, use electrolytic dummying to remove excess copper
— Other methods include high surface area electrowinning/

electrorefining, ton exchange, ion transfer, evaporators, and reverse
osmosis

• Convert process baths to non-cyanide plating baths where technically
feasible

• Substitute trisodium phosphate or ammonia for cyanide cleaners where
technically feasible

• Replace hexavalent chromium solutions with trivalent chromium solutions
where technically feasible

» Use sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide in place of chromic acid where
technically feasible

• Withdraw parts from plating baths slowly to minimize 'drag-out*



UniMdSUMs Otfcaot Water (WHS50G) EPA 570/9-91-036G
EnvironrnantaJ Protection January 1992

&ERA Best Management Practices
For Protecting Ground Water
For Printed Circuit Board Manufacturers

Using Shallow Industrial Waste
Disposal Wells

(Class V Weil BMP Fact Sheet Number 2E)
EPA racognizw ttiat certain industrial waste ditpotal pracbcas wing drainaga watte may po«a unaccaptabl*
rtoks to UndMyraund Sourc* ot Drinking Want. Thaw oparaion* ajtow tw dUcharg* of various wacM to *
dcajnaga ayitam oatthat Jwignad <« nor capabta o> f a n g twm. Aooontngly. BMPs tor InduuriaJ Ottpoaai
Wak tocui on wal etoturt «nd adamaav* cft^maJ maftods. Wa hava atao inciudadBMP»torw«i»mlranriia.

d l t m addWon tocaiO a c M M a p . g y y a addWon tocai
county, and StaajragolaKom may prohibit i»«o«t>aaa**ai». Noia: I W M pradkw ara racommandatona only.
For mora intecmaaon. contact Aa person namad batowr.

The BMPs listed below apply to printed circuit board manufactures. Fact Sheet
Number 2 in this series lists BMPs that are applicable to Industrial Disposal WeNs
in general (including those used by printed circuit"board manufacturers), particu-
larly for closure and alternative disposal.

W a s t e Min imizat ion

• Substitute aqueous processable resists for solvent processabte resists where

• Replace chemical board production with computer-driven mechanical etching
processes for low-volume board production, such as for prototypes

• Replace chromic-sulfuric acid etchants with ferric chloride or ammonium
persulfate where possible

• Use thinner copper foil to clad laminated boards, where-feasible

• Decant and filter photoresist stripper to extend stripper IHe

• Extend plating bath life and recover metals and additives through treatment

— For example, use electrolytic dummying to remove excess copper
— Other methods include high surface area electrowinning/electiorefining.

ion exchange, ion transfer, evaporators, and reverse osmosis

• Recycle spent chromic acid using an electrolytic diaphragm cell or other
method



Unftad Saws Ode* o« Water (WH S5OG) EPA 570/9-91-036G
EnvtronmantalPnMaction January 1992
Aon

Best Management Practices
For Protecting Ground Water
For Printed Circuit Board Manufacturers

Using Shallow Industrial Waste
Disposal Wells

(Class V Well BMP Fact Sheet Number 2E)
EPA laoogniias ttat cmnmn indusaial wast* disposal praefcas using drainage «KSS may pew* unaccaptaNa
nWtoUftdwgroundSouroMof DtJikingWaMr. Tnass opamiions aNow tm dMcnarga of various wauas to a
drax^systamnMtwdasiQntdiornorcapablaoftaaangtiam. Aomtfngly. BMPs tor toduttisJ OitpotsJ
WaktocwonwalotostnarKlallamafcwoltposalmatwdr Wahavaaboinciudad BMPs for wast* mbwfea-
«ontotalpfKWwraduo»WHaidkpaHlo(Mlt. rwgwdtoas of twdspasal mated fwyui* . In addWon total,
county, and StaMraguiatonsnMyprohiMuM of «wa*«Ml«. Noia: ttwaa pracaoas arc racemmaodaiont only.
For mota mtomiaiion. contact tia panon namad batow.

The BMPs Ksted below apply to printed circuit board manufacturers. Fact Sheet
Number 2 in this series lists BMPs that are appfceabte to Industrial Disposal Weds
in general (including those used by printed circuit'board manufacturers), particu-
larly tor closure and alternative disposal.

Waste Minimization

• Substitute aqueous processable resists for solvent processabte resists where
teas tote

• Replace chemical board production w^ccfltputer-drrveninechanicai etching
processes for low-volume board production, such as for prototypes

• Replace chromic-suHuric acid etchants with Jerric chloride or ammonium
persulfate where posstote

• Use thinner copper (oil to dad laminated boards, wnereieastole

• Decant and later photoresist stripper to extend stripper life

• Extend plating bath lite and recover metals and additives through treatment

— For example, use electrolytic dummying to remove excess copper
— Other methods include high surface area etectrowmning/electrorefining,

ion exchange, ion transfer, evaporators, and reverse osmosis

• Recycle spent chromic acid using an electrolytic diaphragm cell or other
method



Un*KSSt*«s Office or Wat«r(WH5S0G) EPA 570/9-91-036H
Environrnanu] Protection January 1992

Best Management Practices
For Protecting Ground Water

For Print Shops Using Shallow
Industrial Waste Disposal Wells
(Class V Well BMP Fact Sheet Number 2F)

g p p i n g d m
to Underground Save** ol Dnnking WaMr. ThaM operators alcwtiadfacrwgaot various watlasio a drainaga
sysiroMit»rQtoiamdtarnorcapaMeofmaingt»m. Aca«a*tgly. BMPs tor InAMtial Diaposa) Wek toous an

p tah*9
MiliMwatMdbvotatooM.ragMhMsottwa^pQia)mMhedtwviM». m«*Non local, court?, antf

pracsoi* w faoornimnoaBon* ofl̂ r. rcf ino*#contact t ie person named beta*.

The BMPsisted below apply to print shops. Fact Sheet Number 2 in this series
u r Q i

those used by print shops), particulariy for closure and alternative (fspocai.

Waste Minimization

• Use photomechanical, electrostatic, and surface plate processes rather than
metal etching and plating since the former generate smaler amounts of hazaid-
ous waste

• Use electronic imaging for edfcing and print only final versions on paper to
reduce chemical (and paper}.use

• Use water-based or soy-based inks, where possUe.to minimize petroleum
concentrations in waste water

• InstaH automatic web spacers and web break detectors

• Instal automatic blanket cleaners

• Use automatic ink leveters

• Standardize ink sequence and ink rotation to the greatest extent practicable

• Use aerosol spray in place of solvents to dean out ink fountains at the end of
prim runs to prevent drying and clogging

• Use countercurrent washing where appropriate

Not*: Th««BMPs»»adjp»tdca^98E^xxt*i^.X«t^BG
Pimm II.- and haw b—n niodWd m >«pon— » comman* by EPA Bagionr For a oopy oi fw EPA laport.
pMaaa oomact mm UodwoMund m^c»on Contol Branch of * » C3»o» ol Ground Waiar and Dhnking Waw. U S
EPA.

For further information contact:



United & * • * O«e»0<Wat»r(WH550G} EPA 570/9-91-O36H
EnvironnMnul Prtxacfton January 1992
AQancy

Best Management Practices
For Protecting Ground Water

For Fabricated Metal Industry
Facilities Using Shallow Industrial

Waste Disposal Wells
(Class V Well BMP Fact Sheet Number 2G)

EPA raoognfeat tiat owtan MutfiaJ wwtt dapoul practioat wing draraaa wafc may poi
riaksloUndwgfoundSourowolOnnkingWaiar. ibaaaopacaMons alow «wdtaohafgaol various waMat ID a

•gaayaimnaitwdaaignad lor rior capitate ol«M*igfiam. AeoordtaaV. BMP* for taduaiW Oappaa]
includadBMPslor

mMhod tiay I M . bi

The BMPs feted betes-apply to fabricated meUd industry facSUes. Fact Sheet
Number 2 in tta-stfies lists BMPs that are appfcable to Industrial Dispot4riWBlk
in general (including those used by fabricated metal industry laaHties). particu-
tarty for closure and alternative dfeposal.

Waste Minimization

• SUuidardae metahvorking luids to the greatest extent possUe

* Userripft<|uairymetaliiwrMf>gluato

»met'alworking fluids through fUering, skimming, coalescing, or other

• Use deionized water in place oJ tap water to facitate recycfing

• Extend bath He and recover metals and addMives through treatment

— R>r example, use electrolytic dummying to remove excess copper
— Other methods include high surface area electrowinninyelectroreining,

ion exchange, ion transfer, evaporators, and reverse osmosis

• Rotate electroplating barrels over bath after immersion to alow them to drain

• Replace barrel plating with rack plating where possfcie to minimize 'drag-out*

Vow. Thaw BMPs » • adapt* from a kteyiMt EPA rapmt Mad. Xlass V Wai BMP Guidanca - Phut I antf
PhaM II.* and hav* bam modiiadnr«poflM» command by EPA Ragnns. Ffcratoooyoltia EPA noon.
p i l l I contact *m UnMrground uifteton Control Branch of tw Oflio* of Ground Watar and Onntang Waar. U.S.
EPA.

For further information contact:



United Sa»s OHio* ol Watar (WH S50G) EPA 570/9-91 -O36J
Environnwnui Prowcuoo January 1992
Agwicy

Best Management Practices
For Protecting Ground Water

For Medical Services Facilities
Using Shallow Industrial Waste

Disposal Wells
(Class V Well BMP Fact Sheet Number 2H)

EPA focoQnuM tiot osfttn nduHMl wutno dtapouf pnctioM usinQ draiMQo WSIIB insy pos# i
to Underground S O U H M of DrinMng Wafer. Thawopantfons Mow twdbcharg* el Various waMw to adratam

HflMdlornoro>paU*ofn«fng»iMn. Aooonine1y,8MPs tor hduMMOiapoul Wri t kwu*

todHMfiduott wwto dtoposal cotli, reQWdtaM ol tw dtapotfi mitood tttoy utv- In addHon loeri, coun̂ f«
fw flMif pjQWMl U M of V I M S witti. Nolo! I M N pnMStfoos aw nwofwiiandaDonB onhf. Piv I M

TlwBMPsfistedbclowappiytomedfcalswvicesfactties. FactSheetNumb«f2inihi»
^ E t 8 M P h f i b t e l ) ^ D l W f c i l ( i d d ^^ p p g (

those used by medical services tatifities). particulariy lor closure and aHamative
dfeposai.

* w—ta) Mln

• Instalt water demand zone valves to control water use

* Use reverse osmosis water supply equipment, whecetechnicaayfeasUe. to
i i i f o d y r i i h i

Use a closed-cycle system to enhance recovery of silver

Renew pholopracessiriQ chemicals using replenisher concentrates and regen-
erators .

Recycle developer using, for example, an ion exchange system or an electrodi-
alysis system

p g / q f e
electrolyte recovery, chemical precipitation w i exchange, reverse osmosis.
anoYor evaporation

Replace "mstrumenis containing mecury with electronic instruments

Segregate and properly label radioactive wastes

Use less hazardous isotypes where possible: lor example, use iridium-192 or
ces'um-137 needles in place of radkjm-226 needles



United Slates Office of Water (WH 550G) EPA 570/9-91-036K
Environmental Protection January 1992
Agency

Best Management Practices
For Protecting Ground Water

For Lawn Care Establishments
Using Shallow Industrial Waste

Disposal Wells
(Class V Well BMP Fact Sheet Number 21)

EPA raoogntzaa fiat certain ino^j»Walwitiidhyo»alpraceoat uaing drainagawialli may ooaeunaoeapeMe
riete to Untfeignund Sources of DrMing Water. Theei operator* aJtowtadtochargaot various *estet to a

•toned tor nor capable of toeing tiem. Acooningly. BMPs for Indue* DeyosoJg y g p g gV.
Wi»lxuaon^cloaurtairtallart^ad>poBalnwaiod>. WIwwtalyjndudadBMP»lor>i
tfon tt tiâ p tadHw nduw VNMO dtopoMl cotfeia ragvdtaHi ol vw otopoaa) nwaiod ftay u t . to oL
oounly, and SUM MguMions may praMM ua* ol twa* wafet. Nok>: tiaa* pnotea* a n nMomnanMtona oiay.
For mom Momatfon. oonam t » paraon namad btta

The BMPsisted below apply to lawn cam establishments. Fact Sheet Number 2
i h ^ l i B M P h f a b t e k k r i l D i ^ W « ip p p g
(including those used by lawn care establishments), particularly for down* and
dttposaJ alternative.

• Pave high*spi areas and add containment such as channels or barriers

• CoNeti contaminated rinse wafers, truck vvashctown water, spMs, and
floor drainage

• Recycle coMected fluids by pumping them back into trucks andtorappica-
tion equipment and re-using them lor pesticide and fertifeer appfccatbns
where appropriate

Note. TheaeBMPs are adapted from a May 1991 EPA repon teM. X l a u V WM BMP Gudance • Phew I and
Phaae II.* and nave baan modftad in letoonw 10 commami by EPA Regions. For a copy ol tw EPA lepon.
pHaae oomect tta Underground mjeoan Contol Branch ol tie Olfae o» Ground Waar and Orintong Water.
U.S. 5PA.

For further information contact:



UnitodStatas Ottca o< Watar (WH 550G) EPA57(V9-9!436L
EnwonmanulProtactton January 1992
Agency

Best Management Practices
For Protecting Ground Water
Carwashes Using Shallow Industrial

Waste Disposal Wells
(Class V Well BMP Fact Sheet Number 3)

EPA rwognbtt *m drainaoa wal dbpotal pracicas may pot* a tWMi of contamination 10 Underground Souroat
of DrinMnaWane. Thaaawait.wNa nacauary.may iwadaddtfontfaMrttontomrwiratmirnpaaongtound
waiar rwourott. For mora MomMion. contact t w parson namao* batowr.

• Discharge to sewer systems or to holding tanks where practical and where in
compliance with State and local regulations

• Capture and recycle as much waste water as possible using fitters, oirwater
separators with recyclable absorbents that absorb hydrocarbons but do not
react with water, reclamation systems, and other appropriate technologies;
some carwashes currently recycle 100 percent of captured waste water

• lnspeatreatrnemecjjiprriert.taiiks.arrtche^

• Use biodegradable soaps and chemicals instead of solvent-based soMions

• Calibrate treatment and application equipment regularly

• Process pit dirt to separate sofids. contaminants, and wastewater -

• Dry pit dhtinorder to reduce waste shipped to special liquid waste landWs

• Hire a licensed transporter to dispose of pit dbtand wastewater treatment
residuals

• Comply vrkh federal. State, and local sold and BqukJ waste disposal regulations

• Apply fcr a permit to continue injecting if so directed

Not*: Tliaa*8MP$»aao^)iadfromaMayi90iEPAraporti»ad>%laKVWal8M'GuriafW«-PhMaland
Phaaa H.' and haw b—n mocfllad in rtpon— » commtm by EPA Ragwna. Fotaapy ol«ia EPAiaporuplr
contact Da Undararaund lr«ae«en ConM Braneh ol *» OMo* ol Ground Waiar and OinkioB Waiw. U.S. CPA.

For further information contact:



APPENDIX C

DRAFT REGION 5 GUIDELINES ON CONDUCTING SITE ASSESSMENTS

AT CLASS IV AND V INJECTION WELL FACUJTIES



DRAFT
RESIGN 5 GUIDELINES OK CCMDOCTUG SITE ASSESSMENTS

AT fTA-"-" XV AND V XNJECTICN WELL

Part I- TnLi'uduction

All Class IV and most Class V wells present the possibility of endangering
human health and the environment because they inject fluids directly into
underground sources of drinking water (USDWs). Region 5 believes it is
necessary to fully assess the potential for this endangermant at same point
either before, during, or after closing Class IV or Class V injection wells.
Although Class IV wells are banned, the implementation of the Tenacity
Characteristic (TC) Rile, published in the Federal F?rri{g*;?r on March 29, 1990,
has caused seme Class V wells to be reclassif ied as Class IV wells. This,
along with the recent national shallow-injection well initiative, has focused
attention on the issue of closure of those Class V wells which may cause a
violation of priaary drinking water regulations. Closure, in many cases, is
not just ceasing injection into the well, it also may include conducting a
site assessment and, if necessary, performing remediation at the site. The
goal of conducting site »«qo«"m"m|i' is to determine if °H"t'jM'»Tffl1"f<n of ground
water has occurred, and if so, to determine the extent of that contamination.
The question that should be answered at the end of a site »»«"»«ff»fflmt is
whether the injecticn well should be closed, and if contamination has
occurred, whether site remediation should be performed.

The two subcategories of Class V wells that cause the most concern over the
possibility of endangering human health and the environment are service;
station rHqpofgil wells (5X28) and industrial waste riinpnBal wells (5H20).
Automobile service station wells are a potential hazard because of the
presence of hydrocarbons and solvents in the service bay area. Contaminants
from spills, washing off automobiles, or rH«qx>Ka1 of wastes can.get into the
grcundwater via the well at these sitas.' It is difficult to assess the amount
of environmental damage or human health risk that can occur from a 5X28 well
due to the variability of the wastestream. Data collected by United States
Environmental Protection Agency (TJ5EPA) headquarters of sample analyses taken
Pi I m 5X28 m"gt*«*Hi i *mm« show that up to 36 <uMimic and inorganic * * ***jni>^ 'witirti*
that aiA i<«*-«»̂  on the National Primary Drinking Water Standards and/or
exhibit a characteristic of tenacity have been injected through, a 5X28 well.

For 5W20 wells, the total universe of constituents possibly disposed of via
this well "type can be quite large. However, the wastestream is usually
generated through a consistent industrial process, so the variability of
constituents injected into a single well should be less than that far 5X28
wells. Although the variability of constituents may be less, the potential
far environmental harm is not lessened. For this reason, 5W20 wells should
aiBo be tested to determine the tenacity of the waste being injected in order
to evaluate the potential harm that the injection operation may pose to human
health and the environment.

As stated above, the TC Pule has caused seme Class V wells to be reclassifisd
as ffaw IV. In addition, chemical sampling and analysis of fi«gg V wells as
part of site assessment has shown many wells previously thought to be Clafw V
to be, in actuality, Class IV wells. Far example, a preliminary study
conducted on 70 5X28 wells nationwide showed that 37% of the sites had sludges
that would be characterized as hazardous under the TC Pule and 17* of the



sites had liquid that was characterized as hazardous. The data collected to
date at class V wells sampled in Region S show similar results. Of the 14
5X28 wells in the Region that were sampled, 21% had hazardous waste or sludge
present; likewise, 14% of the 21 5W20 wells were similarly hazardous.
Moreover, when comparing the data from these wells to the maximum contaminant
levels (Ids), 64% of the 5X28 and 47% of the 5W20 wells had levels of
constituents that exceeded the National Primary Drinking Water standards.

The seriousness of such injection activities nay be illustrated vising a sample
calculation of contaminant transport in a typical aquifer. Hie derivation of
this calculation is elaborated upon in Attachment A. Ihe example chosen is
one far a 3.5 mg/1 concentration of benzene, a human carcinogen known to cause
a higher than normal incidence of leukemia, which was measured in the
injectate at a 5X28 well in Mew York State. Assuming a uniform groundsafcer
flow of 0.002 cm/sec for a typical glacial till aquifer, a concentration of
benzene of 0.5 milligrams per liter (mg/1) will be found in the groundwater
0.4 miles down-gradient from the well after one year of injection: Inis level
is still 100 tines greater than the health-based MCL far benzene and meets the
definition of h^^r**™** waste under the.TC Rule. If a water supply well ware
located within 0.4 miles down gradient of this 5X28 well, there exists the
real potential for producing hazardous- levels of benzene in the drinking water
after only one year of well operation, assuming the generic hydraulic

sters chosen in Attachment A are representative of this site.

ihis document presents the authorities far the Region to request that a sits
»*w*w*»rP be performed at Class IV and Cln-ss V facilities which nay be
injecting fluids at concentrations that violate primary drinking water
standards and outlines Region 5's guidelines when conducting Class X7 and V
site assessments. Hie second part of this document discusses the different
levels of site aggftssnwnt that may be required at a site and the data-
requirements for each level. Special ewt*visifl is placed on sampling
procedures and protocols due to the complexity' and wide range of difficulties
that may be encountered in conducting a sampling program.

A. Class 17 Wells . .
Ihe operation of CT^f« IV walls is prohibited under UIC regulations at 40 CfR
144.13 (a). In addition, 40 CER. 144.13(b) requires the owner or operator of a
f|"gg IV well to comply with Section 144.23 regarding closure of Class IV
wells. Section 144.23 provides that far EPA. administered programs, the owner
or operator of a m**?* rv well shall plug or otherwise close the well in a
manner acr?T*'»*>t» to the Regional Administrator. By stating that the well can
be otherwise rviogĉ  in a manner acceptable to the Regional Administrator,
Section 144.23 provides discretionary authority far the Regional Administrator
to require actions beyond plugging a well where a Class IV operation has
uojutred. In addition, under 40 CER 144.23 (b) (2) the owner or operator must
submit to the Regional Administrator far approval a plan far plugging ar
otherwise closing the well. Ihe preamble to the Fart 144 regulations
promulgated in 1984 elaborates en the discretionary authority available to the
Regional Administrator:
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Often, the Agency will want to impose groundwater monitoring
requirements prior to closing certain wells to determine whether and to
what extent the ground water has been contaminated. Section 144.27 will
afford this authority to the Regional Administrator... [X]n some
circumstances the Agency will want to require aquifer cleanup. Where
.. .appropriate, [the Regional Administrator] will require it on a case
by case basis pursuant to Section 1431 or other authorities of the Safe
Drinking Water Act, and may also draw on the authorities of other
statutes such as [CEBCIA].
49 Federal Register 20144. May 11, 1984.

The authority in 40 CEB. 144.23 can be.read in conjunction with other
discretionary authorities available to the Regional Administrator such as -the
information gathering requirements available under 40 CFR 144.27. iti-tq
section provides that, for H»A administered programs, the Regional
Administrator may require rule-authorized walls (such as Class V or Class 17
wells existing at the outset of the OIC pixigiaui (6/24/84)) to submit
information deemed necessary to determine whether the well may be endangering
a USDW in violation of 40 CER 144.12, including '•tw^l analysis, groundwatar
monitoring and reporting. Failure to submit in a timely fashion any such
information requested would result in the loss of authnri nation of the wall in
question.

Another discretionary authority is the emergency authority in Section 1431 of
the SDKA. which provides that upon receipt of information that a contaminant
which is present in or is likely to enter a USDW may present an imninant and
substantial endangerment to the health of persons, the Administrator (and by
delegation the Regional Administrators) nay take such actions as deemed
necessary to protect the health of persons. This may ba done by an

^ t ^ ^ ^ judicial injUnctiVS reliftf. Ins * i
i i l i
j j

may be enforced in district court and violations thereof are subject to
it?og of $5000 pgr day of violation. Xn order to determine whether than

i i i i i
p p y
i s cause far invoking this authority, such as a determination that
contaminants which may cause a violation of a primary drinking water

i are entering' ***** *jrr*.TnfWwtc., i t i s necessary to DEW^T™ a s i t s
i i li d i h i

y g j . , y D

assessment which includes sampling and analysis of the tngt-net; t »*J>̂  being
injected into the ground.

This tauaujtaxy authority is reiterated in. Underground Injection Control
regulations at 40 CFR 144.12(e) which prohibits the abandonment of any
injection activity in a manner that allows the movement of any contaminant
into a USDW if such contamination may cause a violation of a primary drinking
water regulation or adversely affect the health of persons. While Class 17
wells are not specifically mentioned, the authority as it relates to Class'V
wells may be employed with respect to former Class V wells.

B. class v walls
Much of the above discussion regarcLusg class IV wells, such as the
discretionary authority available to :he Regional Administrator and the
emergency authority in Section 1431, also applies to cia^s V wells and will
not be reiterated here.
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In addition to the emergency authority found in Section 1431 and the
availability of Section 144.27 to seek information as to the dangers of the
injection activity, the enforcement sanctions available in Section 1423 1
nay be employed for violations of 144.12(a).

Rather, subsection (c). of 40 CER 144.12 provides that if a CH^ra V veil may
cause a violation of primary drinking water regulations, the Director
(Regional Administrator in EPA administered programs) nay order such actions
as necessary to prevent, the violation in accordance with. SDWA authorities.
Subsection (d) provides that if the Class V well nay be otherwise adversely
affecting the health of persons, the Director nay prescribe actions which nay
be necessary to prevent the adverse effect, including any action authorized
under subsection (c). Neither subsection (c) nor (d) is linked to "an
imminent and substantial endangerment." Thus, pursuant: to Section 1423 of the
SDWA, the prescription of actions far violations of 40 era. 144.12 (a) would
include the issuance of an administrative order to comply and to pay r
of up to $10,000 per day. A civil enforcement action seeking injunctive
relief and penalties of up to $25,000 per day would also .be available, as wall
as criminal enforcement.

In summary, if it is determined that there are grounds to believe the
operation of an injection activity caused contamination of soils or ground
water, the Regional Administrator nay require a site assessment, which can
include monitoring or sampling, to determine the.extent of such contamination
under 40 O R 144.27. Failure to comply with the 144.27 request can be
subjected to a Section 1423 crwpHancR order with paraitieft car referred for
judicial action.

Gnoe the extent of the contamination has been established via the site
assessment, the Regional Administrator can order the owner/operator to revise
the closure plan to include restoration of the aquifer or removal of the.
contaminated soil in »v**j+•-<"" to proper plugging of the well under 40 CER
144.12(a) and (c).

The authorities n « * ^ above empower the Regional Administrator to require
such actions as necessary to prevent.the endangerment of human health and the
environment. These actions include requiring the operator to perform some
measure of site ae™«a«onh to determine the magnitude and extent of the
groundwater contamination. Based on the nature of the activities occurring at
5X28 and 5W20 sites, the construction of the wells, and the probable
constituents of the wastestream, Region 5 feels there is adequate cause to
request operators of these sites to perform chemical sampling as part of an
initial site assessment to determine if contamination of the drinking water
aquifers has occurred. The relevance of sampling at 5X28 and 5W20 sites has
been borne out by the results of the preliminary nationwide study described
above, which showed that 37% of the sites in the study had hazardous
constituents being injected via their wells.

It is Region 5's position that, in order to determine whether injection
activities have caused endangerment to human health or the environment, at a
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, first level site assessments should be performed by the
l l i j i ll f i l i i

y
owner/operator at all Class IV injection well facilities. Rirther, site
assessments nay be required at Class V facilities where it has been deterai
that injection into the well may cause a violation of drinking water
regulations or otherwise adversely affect the health of persons. Such
determination may be made based on well type or on a case by case basis.

Site assessments can vary in scope and level of Aat-a-ii, in this document,
site assessments have been subdivided into three levels, each level requiring
the acquisition of information that is dpwnpd necessary based on the data
gathered at the level preceding it. As stated in the recommendation above,
all Class XV and most Class V facilities will be required to conduct a first
level site aqa<w«mpnt. Based on the results of the first level assessment, it
may be determinpri that the site does not warrant further investigation,
however, Region 5 reserves the right to require further investigation in the
future should it be flnnnni necessary. If the results of the first level
assessment demonstrate that the injection operation may pose harm to human
health or the environment, then a oocond level assessment is required.
Likewise, if the second level assessment continues to show the injection
operation may pose harm to human health or the environment, then the
• 'in'mit?**̂  to a third level agggmmymifr ̂ ' To •̂ yt**wŵ w«* whether a site
undergo level 2 site assessment, Region 5 is using the criteria that if the
sampling results obtained under the first level site ••t"aMnprri: show the
injectate to be «iaip«ift«»̂  as >m««Tri"w under the TC Rule, then the site will
move up to level 2 site assessment. At sites where the injectate does not
exhibit a characteristic of tcodcity but does exceed a MCL set under the
National Primary Drinking Hater Standards, Region 5 may request a level 2 site
assessment to be performed. Such.requests will be made on a site-by-site.
basis. Should new concentration limits be set for the constituents currently
being tested far, or if new information is received shewing the limits
currently being employed to be too stringent or too lax, then Region 5 will
reassess the criteria currently being used to determine when site ~rm——r*'
will move to the second level.

The determination for when to move from level 2 to level 3 will be made based
on an evaluation of the prcodmity of discharge points from the aquifer in
question, the volume and mobility of the waste plume, possible subsurface
chemical ^r^TVf^rit I'»-*'**T m e f and other technical considerations. Such
determination must be made an a site-by-site basis, hence no set criteria far
when to elevate the site assessment from level 2 to level 3 can be given here.

It should be noted that, upon USBPA approval, well closure can be completed,
and may be required, at any time during the site assessment. In other words,
site assessments up to level three can be initiated and completed before,
during and after well closure. The following is a description of the
information to be provided far each level of site assessment, including
additional detail regarding sampling and analysis.
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A. Level 1 site
All site assessments submitted by owners/operators of Class IV or V wells
should include the following:

1) A description of the injection activity including accurate facility
plans and drawings; -

2) Diagrams and construction records detailing the construction of the
injection well;

3) A Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) that covers data collection,
including wastestream sampling, handling and analysis; and

4) Die chemical composition of the injectate. Owners/operators of 5X28
wells should analyze their wastes for either the constituents n^ffl in
Attachment C of this document or for the constituents "Hgto^ "Trier 40 -
CER 261.24 as exhibiting a charactaristic of taxicity.
Owners/operators of 5W20 wells should analyze their waste far
constituents exhibiting toxicity as described in the TC Rule under 40
GSR 261.24, unless they demonstrate that other chemical analyses can
characterize ~**>w»y wastestream more completely than the TC analyses. A
step-by-step description of hew to determine the appropriate test
method(s) is ctesrrihPri below.

Operators should follow the lettered sequence found below when carrying
cub the sampling- and analysis of their shallow injection well waste.
Attachment B contains a visual representation of the steps to be
followed. Each lettered sertion below can be treated as a step in the

| j l process nSCeSSary t o Complete a Waste rirergir!fr«yi~j Tflyiri im,
ifi i

y p y p
Requirements far a specific well type do not necessarily apply to.
operators of a differing well type.
a. Determination of the Presence of Ttistvri Wastes

Operators of Class V injection wells should be aware that
characterization of -their wastestream is not wholly dependent upon
comprenensive analyte concentration knowledge. Hastes may be
hazardous, not only by individual analyta concentration exceedance,
but also by matching a specific description of waste (s) found at 40
c m S26l.30-S26l.33. Waste codes (F,K,P,U) found in this section
refer to either (1) specific process-generated wastes or (2) i t
analytes disposed of on land in a manner far which they were not
intended ar which do not meet product grade quality standards.

An operator Bust investigate the possibility that injected waste
may moot a definition of hazardous waste as specified in
40 CFR S26l-Subpart D. A positive match of waste with the waste
codes in this section must be reported to Region 5 UIC staff as
soon as it is known. In addition, a positive match may also
require some groundwater sampling- to determine the nature and
extent of the waste ccntaminaticn. A sampling plan for the site
should be approved by Region 5 before sampling is initiated.
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b. Operator Knowledge of Characteristically Hazardous Waste

As stated in the March 29, 1990, Federal Register Notice approving
the TcocLcity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (1CXP) and at 40 CER
262.li(c) (2), an operator of an injection well nay apply knowledge
of the waste, the raw materials, and the processes vised in its
generation to determine if a waste exhibits any characteristic of
fa'»*i« waste. Such knowledge must be reported to Region 5 staff
as soon as it is known. Any such, claim should be supported with
relevant documentation, such as Material Safety Data Sheets
describing the ™a*wiaics stored or used onsite, a detailed
description of the activities oar •«»»»»» lftw^T^TYj j T r r m n rs-mii-u-t-ô
on site that nay contribute to the wastsstream, and any management
practices employed to prevent wastes from being injected
underground.

c. Determining the Sampling Location

The sampling location will vary from site to site depending on well '
construction and wastestream source and production. The ideal
sampling srtv*̂ * would consist oil ground water and soil samples
taken at some defined point of ooiipliance, close to the point of
injection, in the drainfield or down-gradient from the point of
injection. However, designing arscl implementing this type of

, sampling program would be time, labor, and cost intensive. Far
this reason, in a first level site mmnnmnnt', the sampling point
may be at the wellhead, oil/water separator, septic tank, or in the
dry well, although the operator may elect to conduct a groundwatar
sampling scheme as described above, if so desired. If the site
assessment progresses to level three, then ground water and soil
sampling in the drainfield should be t

Sampling at the wellhead is not practical far most 5X28 and 5W20
wells because they do not receive a constant wastestream. For
those Glass V wells which receive a constant wastestream generated
through, a uniform', repeated process, sampling' should consist of the
H r i phase taken at the wellhead or before entering an oil/water

rater or septic tank. Sampling a non-constant wastestream at
the wellhead is difficult because there is no liquid phase present
except during spills or washing down the site. It is also not
representative because, iff a sample can be obtained, it will
consist of the latest spill or washwater, and will not provide a
good indicator of the aggregate wastestream. Therefore, we suggest
that if the disposal line is connected to an oil/water separator,
•Hgn-iri and sludge samples be taken from the separator. Iff a
separator is not present and the line empties into a septic tank,
then liquid and sludge samples should be taken from the tank.
Finally, i£ there is no separator or septic tank present and the
waste is going directly into a dry well, then sludge or sediment
samples should be taken from the bottom of the well. Iff there is a
liquid phase present in the well, it should ai^o be sampled.
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d. Requirements Specific to 5X28 Injection Wells

Operators of 5X28 wells should submit samples of both their waste
sludge and waste water to a laboratory for chemical analysis. K
list of 38 waste parameters to be tested far and their approved
analytical methods is found in Attachment C. Operators ray use
ttiis list when selecting a laboratory to perform analytical
determinations. This list contains constituents cumuu to the 39
found on the T O P list, the 75 found on the tfavi—nn Contaminant
Level (MX) list far National Primary Drinking Water standards and
the nose o n rent rtnt^ftww** of constituents present in 5X28 wells
across the country. Operators have the option of testing -*-h*»ir
waste using either a test method found in Attachment C or the T O P
method, The operator should notify USEEA which method is to be
used prior to sampling. In addition, two characteristic tests are
on this list: ignxtability and carrosivity. ?he constituents found
in either Attachment C or in the TC rule are those meat likely to
be of environmental concern in 5X28 wells because sampling data
shews that they are the most liJcely constituents to be found in
this well type and they can be present in hazardous concentrations.
Quality assurance protocols wast be obBMrvad as specified in
paragraph (f) below.

e. Requirements specific to 5W20 Injection Wells

p of 5H20 wells must submit «wn1«i of both their vasts
sludge and waste.water to a laboratory for chemical analysis. Ttm
"universe of possible individual constituents to be found in any
given 5W20 well can be very large, considering tfee diversity of
waste types cuvered within this well classification. Considering
this point, if an operator has not cenctartsd the rwrcise found
under P&rt 3V(A) (4) (b) above, or has found the waste to contain any
of the constituents listed under the TC rule, then a mrpiete T O P
analysis is required, along with tests of ignitability and
corrosion. A pnrHal T O P analysis may be required, if upon
completion of the exercise in ̂ wiwjtaph. (b) above, the operator
certify that not all constituents listad in the TC Role may be
present in the wastes dream. Quality assurance I^'AOT*!^ must bi
observed as spacified in paragraph (f) below.

f. Quality Assurance and Quality control Requirements

The process of analytical determination is reliable only if
standard quality assurance and quality control measures are
followed. These items should be described in great detail in a
quality assurance peuject plan (QAPP) submitted to Region 5 for
Agency approval prior to implementation of the sampling event (s)
A '•^TI ot*° CAFP would "fi*"*''" comprehensive descriptions of if
through 23 below. Attachment D is a suggested format far QAPP
preparation. A complete QAFP would contain the 23 items V «=*•«*
below, presented following the 16 eleaene outline found in
Attachment D.
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1. Sample description,
2. Sample collector,
3. Sample collection method,
4. Sample collection point,
5. Sample preservation technique,
6. Analytical method far paraaoeter detection/quantification,
7. Anticipated quantification limit for each p i
8. Sampling schedule,
9. Equipment cleaning blanks,
10. Trip blanks,
11. Sample replicates,
12. Sample chainrof -custody protocol,
13. Equipment calibration,
14. Data xe&acticn,
15. Data validation,
16. Data reporting,
17. Internal quality control,
18. Performance audits.
Id. systems audits,
20. Laboratory preventative maintenance.
22. Laboratory corrective actions, and
23. Quality assurance reports.

In view of -the goal of sampling both 5X28 and 5*20 wells as
possible, Region E i s presently requiring, a t a minims
through 7 above and a l l applicable quality assutanoa/gualLty
ounLtul dnmrnrail'̂ Lion from, the lalffi'iitoLy selected. However,
Region S reserves the right t o require additional sampling and
analyses, along with a QKEP containing a l l items above, in -the
format suggested in Attachment D.

g. Reporting Analytical Results

s should submit to Begion 5 a l l ill i— ilil Im -sent to
bL ll ll l t d i Jby the laboratory as wall as a l l relevant reoacos maintained by-the

injection facil ity. This should be done as soon as possible after
the operator receives -this infarmaticn in order 'that B5EX9L staff
can interpret the results in a tinely.

B. Level 2 Bite
If the information gathered in the level 1 site nnwrrrmnnr shows that
injection operations may have introduced contaminants into undtrground
of drinking water, then it bercirem necessary to determine whetiMr the
gjoantity, location, or taxxcity of the contasination poses a Ehr^1* to busan
heailth. or the enviranment. Evaluation of the following information, gathered
under a level 2 site assessment, is necessary in order to make such a
determination. Hell testing, such as slug or pump tests, may be considered in
order to gather some cf the infaraaticn requested as part of a level 2 site
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1) A topographic map of the site showingr the locations and types of any
discharge fran or recharge to the injection aquifer, such as public or
private water wells, rivers, etc., or other injection wells and septic
systems, and the location of any samples taken for «̂ »—i'-?il analysis,
within either a 2 mile radius of the well, or the zone through, which
the contaminant migrated, calculated using- known site-specific
hydraulic

2) The average and mximm rate and cumulative volume of waste injected
into the subsurface during the duration of well operation; and

3) A description of the local hvtteogeology of the s i te . This should
include, but may not be 1 Imit-art to:

a. The identification of any aquifer(s) receiving injected waste;

b. A description and quantification of the groundwater quality of any
receiving aquifer and a l l significant zones of saturation above or
immediately, below the injection zone;

c. A description of the ground water flow eystem, including flow
velocity, flow direction, vertical component of flow (if any), and
interccnnection between the injection zone and any significant
zones of saturation located above or below the injection zone?

d. 2he depth, thickness, permeability, porosity, water level(s), . and
lateral variations of t±» injection zone and any significant
of saturation located above or below the injection zone; and

d. above (e.g. f ield tests , literature). *

C. Level 3 Bite assessment
In moving from level 1 to level 2 s i t e asseseaent, i t was determined that -the
injection of wastes that are either hazardous or that violate rational primary
drinking water standards has umined at 'the s i t e . In order t o warn from
level 2 to level 3, i t should f irs t be determined that tbe waste plume i s in
prcodmity to a point of discharge from the aquifer and that the plume may
reach that point of discharge. Therefore, once level 3 i s reached, i t has
already been determined that the injection activity has impacted the
environment. The dual goals of level 3 s i t e Tunê mnmf i s to determine
whether human health i s endangered, and to delineate the extent of the impact
on tbe environment. Ihe information gathered during level 3 s i t e uj»e •merit'
can also be used in planning remediation options, i f i t has been determined
that remediation i s necessary.

Upon evaluaticn of the information submitted in the s i te assessment under
Parts XV(A) and IV (B) of this document, the USEPA may request additional
information to be submitted as part of a level 3 s i te n-nr-nnnmr The
information should either demonstrate that the waste plume does not threaten
human health or help to determine the extent cf the threat. Such information
may be in the fora of a dencnstraticn that the hazardous constituents in the
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IX

plune undergo a transformation in the subsurface rendering then non-toxic, or
a larger area of review say be searched to denanstrate that the plune will
never migrate to a point where it could impact human health. In the event
that neither of these options can denanstrate that the waste plane will not
threaten hunan health, it aay be naneesmry for data gathering devices such as
a aonitaring netuork be installed at the injection well site.

1) If a grounduater aonitoring netuork is required, -the following
incarnation should be submitted for approval prior to installation of
that network:
a. The proposed number, location, depth, and construction of detection

aonitoring. wells; and

b. Oha techniques, rncedures, and analytical equipment to be used tor
ground water sampling during the asseeemmnb, including bub nob

to:

1* MBthod for seesurensnt of grcundueter elevations; and
™ *

2. A quality assurance plan for the installation and operation of a
aonitaring well network. The plan should conf oca to the
guidelines given in Attynl—it D.

2) Any J**VHt"i<Ti 1nr**i—r*"ioTt aay fie requested by the Director*

Further inforaation on grovnri water aonitoring can be obtained in

*y, based on an evaluation of the s i t e , choose t o waive any* of
of a s i t e assessment plan, l isted above.
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SMOKE CSuXQLKTKmT FOR GCKXMnHTOT TRANSPORT

The governing equations when predicting groundwater contaminant transport can
be quite complex, attempting to deal with such elusive variables as
contaminant-specific molecular diffusion, physical and «-*—4«—̂  isotropy of
the medium, and actual direction of grcundwater flow. As such, a «"Tiifi.iaa
approach i s taken here. The following exercise assumes a one-dimensional
particle path, which i s directly down the groundwater flow gradient. The
aquifer i s assumed to have isotropic and homogeneous physical and chemical
characteristics. The equation which wi l l predict the velocity of the
groundwater flow in the one dimension (x-direction) i s

(1) ^-(K/n*) (dh/dl) Source: Fetter, 2nd ed., 2388

where vx«velocity in cm/sec
K-permer'aility in cm/sec
n^effective Darcdan porosity (%/100)
dh/dl«groundwater gradient (cm/cm)

The equation which governs the Lranspart of a solute in this one-dimensional
flow i s . •

(2) C/CV-0.5X [erfc{ (Ir^t)/(2j (Dfct) >-»«q?{vJJL/Et}X erfc{ (Irfvxt) /(2,| (Efct:) 1

where O[constituent] at t£m t (mg/1) Source: Fetter, 2nd ed., 1988
q»[comtituant] at t ine t . (mg/1)
t - t ine (sec)

3«ccnplimentary error function

Since equation (2). takes the form of C/q,-0.5X (dispersion term +
term), the relative cutittibution of each t e a i s important. In BL«. %**mmmtg
and may be ignored when making an apprcodmaticn. Benoe, equation (2)*
to " '

(3) C/c;-O.5Xerfc{(l>vxt)/(24(Ett)l.

By assigning the *"—<BT**B^ value of 3.5 mg/1 benzene to CL and ftwfiT**r*j C to be
its TC limit of 0.5 mg/1, we can choose a length, of time of injection and
calculate the distance at which the hazardous plune front will be found in a
Unwir distance from the well, I>. Obis ptucess is simply done by finding the
value of the erfc argument in equation (3) which corresponds to 2.ox c/c; and
then solving far L.

After a year of constant injection, with the input parameters of K-0.1 cm/mac,
iU-0.20, dh/dl-O.oi, t»3.l5XL0Y sec (l year), the distance that the hazardous
waste plume front will travel is 2136 feet, or roughly 0.4 w»1** from the
well. This calculation is performed using the concentration data from a Class
5X28 well in New York State. The -.parameters assumed for the hyurogeology are
from typical glacial till sand lenses found in Begion 5, and are
apprcodmaticns only. It should be noted that site specific values far these
parameters are crucial to any such attempt at modeling the extent of plume
migration. The extent of contaminant transport is also highly dependent upon
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SAMPLING TXXM CBMS TOR 5*20 AMD 5X28
X£VEL 1 SITE

Is the waste listed as hazardous
under 40 CFR §261-subpart D?

yes

Can you certify/ through knowledge of
the waste, the raw naterials, and the
processes used in its exoneration,'
that the waste does not exhibit any
of the characteristics of hazardous
under 40 O R S26LH5ubpart C?

Hie waste i s hazardous.
I t should be reported t o
TSEBA at once and
injection should

yes

no Submit a closure plan
perait application.

The waste should be
analyzed. A quality
project plan should be submitte-l
prior to sailing.

Is the well a 5X28?

no

of 5W20 wells should
analyze both the waste sludge and
waste water for those constituents
listed in the TC Rule which they
cannot certify as not being pLaaent
in their wastestrean, using the
TCXP method as IIULILL.U.T1J in -the
March 29, 1990,

Analyze both the waste sludge

in
and waste water for the

listed either
C, using the

lirted, or far the constituents
in the TC Pule, described in
-the March 29, 1990,

Submit all results to the USEPA.



Arsenic
Barium

LIST OF CCNSXTSQENXB M D IBB OTRGHtXlQS

6010
6010
6010
6010
6010
7470
6010
6010
6010

'1010/1020
1110

1CR CUUS8 5X28 « E U 8

Lead
Mercury
Nickel
Selenium
Silver
Ignitability
Oozrosivity

7060/7061
7080/7061
7130/7131
7130/7191
7420/7421

7520
7740/7741
7760/7761

CNBUHKGS

Benzene
Carbon TetxacttUsidft
Chlarobenzene '

1,4-DicblcccfeenBene
1,2-DicHloro^hcne
i » i ^ * T B • ^^^^w M^^B^T^jBa^^^^l^Bw^Bwl

tnms-l^-Dicblcroetli
1,2-Dichlocoprcpme
2,4-Dinitrotoluene.

laeoettaan*
NitrobenMne

Ptrthalsta*
Tetrachlceoethem
Toluene
1,2,4-Trichlcrcbenzem
Tricfcloroetheae

1,1,2-TridiLccoettjane
2,4,6-QdcfelaccEhtnoI
Vinyl Chloride
Xylenes

8240
8240
8240
8240
8250/8270
8240
8240
8240
8240
8250/8270
8240
8120
8250/8270
8250/8270
8250/1270-
8250/8270
8250/8270
8060
8240
8240
8250/8270
8010
8240
8240
8040 ,
8240'
8240

8020
8010
8010/8020
8010
8010/8020/8120
8010
8010
8010
8010
8090 .
8020

8120
8120
8090
8100
8040

8010
8020 '
8120

8010
8010

8010
8020

All test TDethods arc taken frca "Test Methods far Evaluating Solid Waste
Sfcysical/Chemical Methods, SW-846"
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) of 1974, as amended, requires the U. S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to establish a program which provides for Hie
safety of the nation's drinking water. The Underground Injection Control (UIC)
program was established under the SDWA to prevent contamination of underground
sources of drinking water from improper use of disposal wells.

Underground sources of drinking water vary in depth and quality from pristine
aquifers a few feet beneath the ground surface to aquifers that are thousands of feet
deep containing up to 10,000 parts per million of dissolved solids, usually in the form of
salts. Over 50% of the U.S. population relies on these aquifers for drinking water, and
the percentage is increasing every year.

Disposal wells covered by the UIC program include bored, driven or drilled shafts or
dug holes whose depth is greater than the largest surface dimension, where the principal
function of the shaft or hole is the emplacement of fluids. Under certain conditions,
sumps, septic tanks, cesspools and drainfields may also be considered disposal wells. For
the purposes of the UIC program, a fluid is any material or substance which flows or
moves, whether in a semisolid, liquid, sludge, gas or any other form or state.
Contaminants introduced into underground sources of drinking water through the use of
disposal wells include bacteria and viruses, minerals and nitrates, heavy metals, organic
chemicals and pesticides.

Most types of disposal wells are subject to construction, performance and monitoring
requirements designed to ensure that no contamination of underground sources of
drinking water occurs through their use. Wells that discharge fluids into or above an
underground source of drinking water are generally classified as shallow disposal wells
and are* not always subject to these requirements. The disposal of hazardous fluids into
shallow wells (Class IV wells) is prohibited under the SDWA. However, many shallow
wells (Class V) accept fluids that are not defined as hazardous, but still have a potential
to contaminate underground sources of drinking water. EPA Region IX is requesting
closure of such wells.

This guidance is designed to aid in the proper closure of shallow disposal wells. _ In
addition to providing guidelines for the closure of these wells, general information is
included concerning sampling equipment, methods and procedures for collecting liquid,
sediment and soil samples; required methods of sample analysis; contractor and
laboratory requirements; and sample chain of custody requirements.



It is important to note that tnisguidUmce is a^sig^ to aid in the closure of wel^ The
owner or operator ofafadUty is ultimately responsible for proper closure of the wells and is
also responsible for complying with other federal regulations such as RCRA and CERCLA,
and with state and local regulations. The owner or operator must ensure that faculty
practices do not contribute to the contamination of ground water.



II. REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTRACTORS

Activities involving site assessment and well closure require a professional level of
expertise. In addition to knowledge regarding the correct procedures and methods used
in collecting samples, some investigations may require a knowledge of the mechanisms of
contaminant transport; federal, state and local regulations and ordinances relating to
waste management; and actions needed to remediate a contaminated site.

To ensure that the contractor has the qualifications - through a combination of education
and experience - to perform sampling and site assessment requirements, EPA Region DC
requires that:

1. The contractor submit an acceptable sampling plan which addresses:

a. types of sampling containers and their preparation
b. sample preservation methods
c sampling equipment and method of sample retrieval
d. familiarity with specified sampling methods

. e. certified lab to which samples will be sent
*. chain of custody

2. The individual signing any report related to a workplan for closure of a well or a
sampling plan must be a professional geologist or a civil engineer registered with
the state. This individual shall be responsible for the content, validity and
completeness of the report. All reports related to well closure activities shall •
include the following certification:

I certify under penalty of Unv that this document and all attachments wen
prepared under my direction or supervision in accordance with a system
designed to assure that qualified personnel property gather and evaluate the
information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who
manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the
information, I certify that the information submitted is, to the best of my
knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are
significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility
of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations.



III. LABORATORY SELECTION

Either state-certified laboratories or those associated with EPA's Contract Lab Program
must be used for sample analyses. If the distance to the nearest laboratory is such that
hand-delivery is not possible, samples should be express/overnight delivered. All
laboratories involved in the analysis of samples must retain their calibration logs for two
years, laboratory data logs for three years, and sampling labels or information from the
labels for three years. All analytical tests must be performed in accordance with
methods acceptable under quality assurance guidelines. A quality assurance plan must
be submitted with the sampling plan. For more information regarding laboratoiy
selection, see the reference section of this document



IV. CLASS IV AND V WELL CLOSURE GUIDELINES

When any Class IV or Class V well threatens to violate a primary drinking water
regulation or otherwise causes conditions that may adversely affect public health, EPA
Region IX, upon learning of such violation or conditions, will require closure of the welL
Closure must then be accomplished in such a manner as to ensure that no movement of
fluid containing any contaminant will move into underground sources of drinking water
(USDWs). As an element of proper well closure, Region DC may require cleanup of soil
and/or groundwater in and around the Class IV or V well.

To meet EPA requirements, well closure should, at a minimum, include the elements of
the following guidelines:

1. Provide an acceptable alternative for disposal of waste fluids. The alternative must
comply with all regulations such that no violation or future violation of primary drinking
water standards will result EPA requests the use of management practices that reduce
the amount of contaminants released into the environment through product changes,
improved operating practices, reuse of materials, onsite closed-loop recycling, on and off-
site reclamation, and water conservation.

2. Identify the locations of all drains, drain lines, drywells, and cesspools or septic
systems at the facility.

3. Contact EPA at least seven (7) days in advance of any site operations relating to
closure activities.

4. Take representative samples from the liquid and/or sludge phase pi sent in the
drain(s) and the well(s) or septic tank(s) in accordance with the procedures described in
"Sampling Methods and Procedures" under "Sample Collection". Have the samples
analyzed for volatile organic*, metals, total petroleum hydrocarbons and oil and grease in
accordance with the methods described under "Sample Analysis" and, if necessary,
prepared in accordance with the methods for the Toxitity Characteristic Leaching
Procedure (TCLP) in 40 C.F.R. Part 261 Appendix II as amended June 29,1990. Copies
of sampling and analysis results, and results of all quality control samples, must be
submitted to EPA.

5. Remove the contents from the drains and drain lines and the well(s) or septic
tank(s) and determine appropriate disposal methods based on the results of the sample
analyses. The owner/operator is ultimately responsible for proper disposal of all wastes,
and should carefully review all arrangements for disposal to ensure compliance with
federal, state and local regulatory requirements.



6. Disconnect the drain lines from the well, pressure wash the drains and lines, fill
them with grout or cement, and permanently seal them. All waste associated with
cleaning the drains and lines should be disposed of in accordance with federal, state, and
local regulations.

7. Observe the following closure requirements for septic tanks and wells:

Case A: Septic system accepting industrial and sanitary wastewater into a common
septic tank and drainfield or leachfield.

The septic tank should have the contents removed and disposed of appropriately. If a
visual inspection of the tank indicates cracks or leaks, the tank and any visibly
contaminated soil in the vicinity should be removed and disposed of appropriately. Soil
samples should be taken below the bottom of the tank excavation in the manner
described in "Sampling Methods and Procedures11 under "Sample Collection" and
analyzed by a certified analytical laboratory. If the tank does not have any cracks or
leaks, soil samples may be taken at either end of the tank at a depth that is at least at
deep as the bottom of the tank. The tank may then be used for sanitary waste only, and
the drain pipes leading from the restrooms need not be disconnected. Soil samples must
also be taken along every twenty feel; of drainfield or leachfield and sent to a certified
laboratory for analysis. It is recommended that soil samples be taken at other locations
where there is a potential for a high degree of contamination (worst-case locations) sudt
as elbows and joints in pipe lines, floor drains and darifiers. All soil samples should be
analyzed according to the methods in "Sampling Methods and Procedures" under
"Sample Analysis*. In addition, at least two soil samples, taken at the worst-case location
around either the tank or drainfield, must be both analyzed for to;«d concentrations and
prepared in accordance with the methods for the Toxitity Characteristic leaching
Procedure (TCLP) in 40 C.F.R. Part 261 Appendix IE as amended June 29,1990. See
Figures A-l and A-2 for required and recommended soil sample locations..

Case B: Septic system accepting only industrial wastewater into a septic tank and
drainfield or leachfield.

The septic tank should have the contents removed and disposed of appropriately. Any
visibly contaminated soil in the vicinity of the tank should be removed and disposed of
appropriately. If the tank has cracks it should be removed and disposed of properly.
Soil samples should be taken below the bottom of the tank excavation in the manner
described in "Sampling Methods and Procedures" under "Sample Collection" and
analyzed by a certified analytical laboratory. Soil samples must also be taken along
every twenty feet of drainfield or leachfield. It is recommended that soil samples be
taken at other suspected worst-case locations such as elbows and joints in pipe lines,
floor drains and clarifiers. All soil samples should be analyzed according to the methods
in "Sampling Methods and Procedures". In addition, at least two soil samples, taken at
the worst-case location around either the tank or drainfield, must be both analyzed for
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total concentrations and prepared in accordance with the methods for the Toxicity
Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) in 40 CF.R. Part 261 Appendix n as
amended June 29,1990. The excavated area should then be backfilled with clean
suitable fill material. See Figures B-l and B-2 for required and recommended soil
sample locations.

Case C: Drywells, cesspools or drainage wells accepting industrial and sanitary
wastewaters, or only industrial wastewaters.

The drywell, cesspool or drainage well (identified hereafter as Veil") should have the
contents removed and disposed of appropriately. It is required that the well casing be
removed if it is practicable. Any visibly contaminated soil underlying the contents of the -
well should be removed. Soil samples should be taken in the center of the bottom of the
well in the manner described in "Sampling Methods and Procedures" under "Sample
Collection" and analyzed by a certified analytical laboratory. If taking samples from the
bottom of the well is not feasible, samples should be taken on opposite sides of the well, -
at a distance not to exceed one foot away from the borehole, and starting at a depth Oat
is equivalent to the depth of the bottom of the welL It is recommended that soil samples,
be taken at other suspected worst-case locations such as elbows and joints in pipe lines,
floor drains and dangers. All soil samples should be analyzed according to the methods-
in "Sampling Methods and Procedures". In addition, at least two soil samples, taken at
the worst-case location, must be both analyzed for total concentrations and prepared i n .
accordance with the methods for the Toxicity Characteristic Iraching Procedure (TCLP)
in 40 CKR. Part 261 Appendix II as amended June 29,1990. The remaining hole where
the well has been removed should then be filled with grout and sealed with asphalt or
cement See Figures 0-1 and C-2 for required and recommended soil sample locations.

Case D: Leachfield/filtration gallery accepting sanitary and industrial wastewaters, .
or only industrial wastewaters.

The practice of disposing sanitary and/or industrial wastewaters directly to a ' *
leachfield/filtration gallery without the use of a septic tank is unacceptable. The
leachfield should be excavated, and all visibly contaminated soils removed and disposed
of appropriately. Soil samples must be taken along every twenty feet of drainfield or
leachfield in the manner described in "Sampling Methods and Procedures" under
"Sample Collection" and sent to a certified laboratory for analysis. It is recommended
that soil samples be taken at other suspected worst-case locations such as elbows and
joints in pipe lines, floor drains and darifiers. All soil samples should be analyzed
according to the methods in "Sampling Methods and Procedures". In addition, at least
two soil samples, taken at the worst-case locations in the drainfield or leachfield, must be
both analyzed for total concentrations and prepared in accordance with the methods for
the Toxidty Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) in 40 GF.R. Part 261 Appendix
II as amended June 29,1990. The area should be regraded using dean fill. See Fi
D-l and D-2 for required and recommended soil sample locations.



8. Contact state and local agencies and incorporate thei* requirements into the well
closure plans.

9. Submit a report, upon completion cf well closure activities, that includes the
following items:

A plot plan showing locations of disposal or drainage well(s), «mpiing
points, buildings and adjacent streets. Indicate the north direction by an
arrow.

Copies of all fluid, sludge and soil samples analysis results, and results of
all quality control samples.

Copies of manifests or other documentation pertaining to proper disposal
of all removed liquid, sludge and soil

• A description of the extent of site contamination. Should site remediation
appear necessary, recommendations from a registered geologist or
registered civil engineer, with sufficient experience in soils, should be
included to address the problem. . -

10. Include, on all reports submitted to EPA that relate to well closure activities, the.
certification given in "Requirements for Contractors*.

These guidelines do not constitute a remediation plan. It is the responsibility of the
owner or operator to ensure that farther site evaluation be conducted if analytical results of
the soil samples indicate the presence of contamination.

All submittals are to be sent to:

Underground Injection Control Section
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

75 Hawthorne Street, W-6-2
San Francisco, CA 94105

10



Case A: Soil Sample Locations for a Septic System Receiving
Both Industrial and Sanitary Wastes
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Case A: Soil Sample Locations for a Septic System Receiving
Both Industrial and Sanitary Wastes
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Case B: Soil Sample Locations for a Septic System Receiving
Only Industrial Wastes
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Case B: Soil Sample Locations for a Septic System Receiving
Only Industrial Wastes
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Case C: Drywell, Cesspool, or Drainage Well Receiving Both
Industrial and Sanitary Wastes or Only Industrial Wastes
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Case S: Drywell, Cesspool, or Drainage Well Receiving Both
Industrial and Sanitary Wastes or Only Industrial Wastes
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Case D: Leachfield/lnfiltration Gallery Receiving Both Industrial
and Sanitary Wastes or Only Industrial Wastes
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Case D: Leachfield/lnfiltration Gallery Receiving Both Industrial
and Sanitary Wastes or Only Industrial Wastes
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V. SAMPLING METHODS AND PROCEDURES

A. Sampling Equipment

Various types of equipment may be used to collect grab samples from shallow well
systems. Typical sampling equipment includes pond samplers, weighted bottles, and
bailers. The equipment is usually made of stainless steel, glass or Teflon. Other
equipment may be used when the situation warrants.

The pond sampler is used when the system is easily accessible and when the sampling
point is deeper than arm's length. This sampling device consists of a telescoping
aluminum rod to which a stainless steel or nalgene beaker is attached using an adjustable
stainless steel C-clamp. The size of the beaker is determined by the volume and number'
of samples to be collected.

The bailer is useful for sampling from small diameter wells, septic tanks, and other areas
where openings are too small to permit use of the pond sampler. A bailer is lowered
into the fluid with a rope and retrieved with a sample of the fluid.

Weighted bottles or similar devices may be utilized to sample fluid at a depth below s&
oil/water interface. Such devices must be lowered below the floating product phase
before opening. Fluid from below the interface may then be retrieved.

Often sediment samples from the bottom of a sump are collected using a beaker
attached to a pond sampler. A stainless steel lab scoop is generally used to transfer the
sediment from the beaker to the required container. Trowels and drive samplers are
also used to collect samples.

In addition to the sampling equipment typically used to obtain samples, nalgene bottles
for liquid sample transfer; certified organic-free, metal-free water for quality assurance
blank samples; and instruments for measurement of fluid pH and temperature are used.

It is important to avoid using equipment or containers that may alter the sample through
the introduction of foreign matter. Contaminated sampling equipment can result in
leaching or paniculate fallout, volatilization or adsorption of the sample.
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B. Equipment Decontamination

All sampling equipment must be decontaminated before and after each sampling event.
All quality control equipment blank samples must be obtained after equipment has been
thoroughly decontaminated, prior to collecting injectate samples. Decontamination
procedures should be as follows:

1. Disassemble equipment
2. Wash with non-phosphate detergent (alconox) and tap water
3. Rinse with tap water
4. Rinse with isopropyl alcohol (use a squirt bottle)
5. Rinse with deionized or distilled water (triple)
6. Rinse with certified organic free, metal-free water

C. Quality Assurance/Quality Control

Quality assurance (QA) is the process of assuring that data obtained are technically
sound and properly documented. Quality control (QC) procedures are employed to
measure the degree to which quality assurance objectives are met.

This document is intended to provide guidelines on some of the minimum
requirements necessary to ensure the quality of the data produced by the
sampling/analysis activities required by EPA prior to well closure. The regulated
facilities are responsible for the quality of the data produced, and are expected to
provide data of known, documented, and verifiable quality.

Following is a list cf some of the quality control samples which can be_ employed.
In general, at least one replicate sample, and one type of blank must be obtained for
every ten field samples. And, if there are less than ten field sampling points, at least one
replicate sample and one type of blank must be obtained.

1. Trip Blanks:

Trip blanks are used to detect contamination or cross-contamination which may have
occurred during sample handling and transportation. These blanks must be prepared
prior to the sampling effort and will accompany sample containers used during sampling
and in the transport cooler. The trip blanks consist of certified metal-free, organic-free
water and will be analyzed by a certified laboratory at the time the other samples are
analyzed.
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2, Equipment Blanks:

Quality control (QC) equipment blanks are used to assess the caliber of field
decontamination procedures. After the sampling equipment has undergone
decontamination procedures, certified metal-free, organic-free water is poured into the
sampling equipment and from there into sampM"g containers. These containers are
preserved, documented and analyzed in exactly the same manner as those containers
holding samples of waste fluid.

3. Replicate Samples:

Replicate sampling is used to determine consistency in both sampling procedures and
analytical methods. In general, replicate samples must be obtained at one out of every
ten sampling pokis, and at least one replicate sample must be obtained if there are less
than ten sampling points. To collect these samples, fluid is obtained from a sampling
point and split between two identical containers. Both containers undergo the same
method of analysis at the laboratory. The laboratory is not informed of the existence of
QC samples.

In addition, split samples, spiked samples and field blanks are used for QA/QC
purposes. These can be briefly described as follows:

4. Split Samples:

This is a sample that has been divided into two containers for analysis by separate
laboratories. A split sample aids in identifying discrepancies in the laboratory's
analytical techniques and procedures.

5. Spiked Samples:

This is a sample to which a known quantity of analyte(s) of interest has been added.
Spiked samples are for the purpose of checking the accuracy of analytical procedures.

6. Field Blanks:

This is a sample of certified metal-free, organic-free water to which the same quantity of
preservative is added as is added to the field samples. This type of sample provides a
check on any contamination of chemical preservatives.
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P. Sample Analysis

Region IX requires that all samples associated with well closure activities be anayzed for
the compounds listed below using the indicated methods. Analysis for semi-volatile
organic compounds is only necessary when such compounds are suspected of being in the
waste stream.

1. Volatile Organics: EPA Method 8240 (Volatile Organics); EPA Method
8260 (Volatile Organics by Capillary Column); or a combination of EPA
Methods 8010 (Halogenated Volatile Organics), 8015 (Nonbalogenated
Volatile Organics) and 8020 (Aromatic Volatile Organics).

2. Semi-Volatile Organics: EPA Method 8270 (Semi-volatile Organics) Is
recommended when the presence of semi-volatile organics is suspected to
be in the waste stream.

3. Metals: Appropriate EPA Methods for all metals on the Toxirity
Characteristics (TC) list (arsenic, barium, cadmium, chromium, lead,
mercury, selenium, and silver).

: 4. Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH) : EPA Methods 5030/8015 and
5030/8020 to analyze for gasoline in liquid or soil, EPA Method 3510/8015
for diesel in liquid, and EPA Method 3540/8015 for diesel in soil

5. Total Recoverable Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TRPH): EPA Methods
9070A/418.1 for liquid and EPA Methods 9071A/9073 for soil.

Note: Some waste streams may contain additional constituents not covered by
these methods. In those cases, additional EPA analytical methods must be
employed to determine whether other constituents are present at
concentrations which violate the primary drinking water standards or may
otherwise adversely affect the health of persons. For literature regarding
appropriate methods, see the reference section at the end of this
document.

E. Sample Collection - Liqnid and Sediment

1. Volatile Qrganics:

Samples for volatile organics are generally taken first to minimize the disturbance of the
fluid and resulting loss of vclatiles.
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An oil/water interface probe should be utilized to define the base of any free floating
product encountered while sampling. If no floating liquid phase is present, a sampling
device can be lowered into the fluid - as deeply as possible without disturbing the
sediment • and extracted with a representative grab sample of fluid. The fluid can then
be transferred to pre-chilled, pre-Iabeled 40-ml volatile organic analysis (VOA) vials with
Teflon septa. The sample should be preserved by adding hydrochloric add (HC1) to a
pH of less than 2. Two 40-ml vials should be obtained for each VOA sample. When
analyzing using the Toncity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP), collect an
additional two liters of sample and place in two one-liter amber glass bottles with Teflon
septa. Try to fill the bottles as full as possible so that no head space is remaining.
Additional sample volume may be needed to allow for each physical phase to be
analyzed separately. Do not add HQ to samples that will be analyzed using the TCLP.

If a separate floating phase Is encountered while sampling, a sampling device that
collects fluid from beneath the floating phase should be used. This device is operated by
gently lowering it in the closed position to a depth below the oil/water interface,
carefully opening and filling it with sampling fluid, and then closing and retrieving the
sample.

When transferring the sampling fluid from the sampling container to a VOA vial, the
fluid must be poured slowly and smoothly to produce a meniscus over the lip of the viaL
The screw-top, lid with the Teflon septum is then tightened onto the vial, and the vial
turned upside down and gently tapped to check for the presence of air bubbles. If tir is
trapped in the vial, i.e. head space is present, the sample must be retaken. VOA
samples should not be taken near any exhaust systems which may cause contamination of
the sample.

The samples should be tagged with an identification number, chilled to approximately
4*C in a cooler, and sent to a certified analytical laboratory.

2. Semi-Volatile Organics:

Samples for semi-volatile organics should be collected after those for volatile organics.
The method of collection is the same as that described for volatiles. After the fluid is
collected, it should be transferred with the aid of a funnel into a pre-Iabeled, one-liter
glass bottle with a Teflon septum. The sample must be tagged and chilled to
approximately 4*C for shipping to the analytical laboratory.
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3. Metals:

Samples for metals should be taken after those for volatile and semi-volatile organics.
Hie type of metal constituent to foe analyzed determines the sampling procedure. Metal
samples can be divided into the following categories:

Dissolved Metals - have a particle size capable of passing through a 0.45
micron membrane filter.

Suspended Metals - have a particle size which is retained by a 0.45 micron
membrane filter.

Total Metals - the concentration of metals determined on an unSltered
sample following vigorous digestion, or the sum of the concentrations of
petals in both the dissolved and suspended fractions.

• Total Recoverable Metals - the concentration of metals in an unfiltered
sample following treatment with hot dilute mineral add.

Dissolved metals:

To evaluate the dissolved metal constituents, the sample must be filtered through ft 0.45
micron membrane filter as soon as practicable after collection. Glass or plastic filtering
apparatus using plain, non-grid marked membrane filters are recommended to avoid
possible contamination. The first 50-100 ml of filtrate should be used to rinse the three-
liter filter flask. The rinsate is discarded, and the flask used to collect the required
volume of filtrate. Filtrate is then transferred to a one-liter, polyethylene, certified
metal-free bottle provided by a lab, and the sample acidified with 1:1 redistilled nitric
add (HNQ3) to a pH of less than 2. Do not add HNCg to samples that will be analyzed
for mercury or those that will be analyzed using the TCLP.

Suspended metals:

To determine the suspended metal constituents, a representative volume of unpreserved
sample must be filtered through a 0.45 micron membrane filter. The volume filtered is
recorded and the membrane filter containing the insoluble material is transferred to a
container suitable for transport to an analytical laboratory.

Total metals:

Total metal constituents in a sample are determined by acidifying the unfiltered sample
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with 1:1 redistilled HNOj to a pH of less than 2 at the time of collection.

Total recoverable metals:

Total recoverable metals in a sample are determined by acidifying the entire sample with
5 ml/1 concentrated redistilled HNQj at the time of collection.

It is generally best to analyze liquids for Total Metals. Often sediment samples from the
bottom of a sump are collected using a beaker attached to a pond sampler. A stainless
steel lab scoop is generally used to transfer the sediment from the beaker to the required
container. Sediment samples should be placed in an 8-oz. wide-mouthed glass jar. The
jar should be completely filled so that no headspace is present. After being taped and
labeled, the sample should be placed immediately In an ice chest and kept cold (4?Q
for delivery to the laboratory. Care should be taken throughout to avoid contamination
of both the inside and outside of the jar and its contents.

4. Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPffl

Injection Well Fluids and Sediment: Use collection methods described for sampling for
semi-volatile organics. If sampling for TPH as gasoline, the fluid should be transferred
to two pre-labeled 40-ml vials with Teflon septa (as described for volatile organics). If

* sampling for TPH as Diesel, the fluid should be transferred using a funnel to a pre-
labeled, one-liter glass bottle with a Teflon septum. Preserve the sample by adding
hydrochloric add (HC1) to a pH of less than 2. The sample must be tagged and chilled
to 4*C for shipping to the analytical laboratory.

5. Total Recoverable Petroleum Hydrocarbons <TRPH>:

Injection Well Fluids and Sediment: Use the collection methods described for semi-
volatile organics. The fluid should be transferred to a one-liter glass bottle with a Teflon
septum. The sample must then be preserved, tagged and chilled as above.

F. Sample Collection - Soil

The bore hole can be made with a continuous flight or hollow stem auger, rotary core
drill or other drilling method. It is recommended that core sampling equipment avoid
the use of drilling Quids since these greatly increase the potential for sample
contamination. Soil sampling kits are commerdalry available that can be used at
relatively shallow depths to both drill the bore hole and collect a soil core. These units
contain augers, coring tubes and sufficient drill rod extensions to sample up to depths of
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twenty-five feet.

The most common procedures for collecting soil samples use a thin-wall steel tube (core
barrel), fitted with a brass liner, which is forced into the undisturbed soil at the bottom
of the bore hole. This is sometimes referred to as drive sampling. Core barrels are
generally from one inch to three inches in diameter and 12 to 24 inches long. When the
core barrel is retrieved, friction will usually retain the. sample inside the barrel in most
unsaturated materials.

Samples should be taken at locations where the potential for a high degree of contamination
exists (suspected worst-case locations) such as elbows, joints in pipe lines, clariflers, floor
drains, tanks and wells. Several depth borings should be planned to be sampled for
chemical analysis. Sample intervals will vary, but in general should be taken between one
and two feet beneath the excavation or the bottom of the septic tank, cesspool, well, pipe
line or floor drain surface, and then every five feet to the water table, or until five feet past
the last suspected contamination.

Upon retrieval from the borehole, the sample liners.should be removed and placed on
clean plastic. After each use, sampling equipment must be decontaminated. Sample
liners should be separated with a dean steel knife and logged by an on-site geologist,
using the Unified Soil Classification System.

After logging, the exposed ends of the liner should be covered. Typically, Teflon sheets
and plastic end caps are used and secured with sOicone-based tape. Sample labels
should be written or attached securely to the end caps and should contain the following
information: boring number, sample location, sample number, sample depth, date and
time of sampling, name of sampler, and required analytical method Sealed and labeled
samples must be placed in cooled ice chests and shipped to the analytical laboratory.
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G. Common Sampling Errors

The following are common errors made during sampling that lead to inconsistent data
results:

Failure to calibrate instruments
Lack of equipment maintenance
Use of inappropriate sample containers
Lack of QA samples to assure precision of sampling methods and
laboratory analysis.
Sample loss or leakage during shipping or handling due to improper
packaging
Mislabelling
Poor field records

H. Chain of Custody

The purpose of chain of custody procedures is to be able to trace possession of a sample
from the time it is collected until it is potentially introduced as evidence in a legal
proceeding.

A sample is in "custody" if:

It is actually in one's actual physical possession
It is in one's view
It was in one's possession and it was secured so that it could not be
tampered with.
It is kept in a secured area with access restricted to authorized personnel
only.
It is placed in a container that is sealed with an official seal that will be
broken when the container is opened.

Chain of custody documentation includes, but is not limited to, the entries in the
sampler's field notebook, the official seals on the sampling containers and the chain of
custody record. The inspector needs to assure that the relationship between the physical
sample and the related documentation is dear, complete, and accurate. The sample
number, date and time of sampling, location and sample type, preservative used, analysis
required, and sampler's initials should appear on all documents.

When transferring the samples, the individual relinquishing and the individual receiving
the sample must sign and record the date and time on the chain of custody record.
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Every person who takes custody must fill in the appropnate section of the chain of
custody record. For a sample of a chain of custody record see Figure E. K the samples
are sent by mail, then the package must be registered with return receipt requested.
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APPENDIX E

EPA'S CLOSURE PLANS FOR 5X28 FACILITIES

FROM NATIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE CONSENT ORDER

AGAINST TEN MAJOR OIL COMPANIES
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Closure Plans for 5X28 Facilities

The following closure plans are to be followed in permanent closure
of 5X28 wells that ceased discharge prior to March 29, 1991. These
are the minimum closure requirements; if State or local requirements
are more stringent, they must be followed. An alternate closure plan
must be submitted and approved in accordance with the terms of this -
Order to close an injection well with alternate design, or using
other than the following procedures.

Part A. Reconnection of Drains and Options for Alternate Disposal

If sealing a drain (floor and/or sink) permanently is not-
practical, then one of the following options must be chosen for
any drain that may receive industrial or hazardous waste. . -

Option 1: The drain may be connected to a sanitary sewer
which is .connected to a POTW, if the discharge is permitted
by the POTW. If this option is used, the owner or operator
should be"aware of the monitoring and reporting
requirements under the Clean Water Act, and any .local
pretreatment requirements.

Option 2: The drain may be connected to a container or
storage tank for product recovery/recycling or storage. If
this option is used, the owner or operator should be aware
of applicable requirements governing: a) hazardous waste .
storage tanks, b) underground storage tanks that hold
petroleum or hazardous substances, c) th« limitations on
the time hazardous waste can be stored, and d) the
requirements for small/large quantity generators including
manifesting and transportation of all hazardous wastes in
accordance with 40 CFR parts 262 through 265.

Part B. Closure of Oil/Water Separator and Injection Well(s)

The following generic closure plan must be followed for any
oil/water separators and all injection wells (drywells,
cesspools and septic systems) unless an alternate closure plan
is submitted and approved under the terms of this Order.

Step 1: Six to eight weeks before the planned closure,
collect samples from both the liquid and sludge phases of the
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oil/water separator and injection well2, as applicable, in
accordance with the procedures described in 40 C.F.R Part 261
Appendix I "Representative Sampling Methods". Have the samples
analyzed for ignitability as well as, volatile organics and
metals in accordance with the methods for the Toxicity
Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) in 40 C.F.P.. Part 261
Appendix II as amended June 29, 1990. If other constituents have
been used on-site, e.g. pesticides or herbicides, sample for all
constituents used on-site. If opening the well six to eight
weeks ahead of closure would unduly disrupt operations, e.g.
necessary to dig the service area up to access the well,
sampling can be done at the time of closure. Storage of all
material on-site must comply with applicable State ar>' v al
requirements.

Step 2: Drywells and Cesspools

a) Remove all liquid/ sludge, sand, gravel and visibly
contaminated soil.

b) Collect a grab sample of the visibly clean soil
and/or ground water below the base of the last visibly
contaminated soil, sample and analyze:

1) the'soil using SW 846 Hethod 8240 "Gas
Chromatography/Hass Spectrometry for Volatile
Organics1*; and

2) the ground water, if applicable, for all Maximum
Contaminant Levels (MCLs) in effect at the time of
sampling, in accordance with the sampling and
analytical requirements in 40 CFR Part 141.

Step 3: Septic Systems

a) Remove all liquid and sludge from the septic tank.

b) Conduct a visual inspection to determine the
integrity of the septic tank, and:

1) if the tank does not have cracks or holes, it may
be used for domestic waste.

If analytical costs would exceed disposal costs, the
owner/operator may opt to treat the liquid and sludge
phases in the oil/water separator and/or injection well
as a RCRA hazardous waste and dispose at an approved RCRA
treatment, storage and disposal facility. Proceed to
Step 2a or 3a, as applicable, for the remainder of the
closure requirements.
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2) if the tank does have cracks or holes, it must be
removed, as well as, any visibly contaminated soil
adjacent to the tank. Following removal of the
visibly contaminated soil, sample and analyze as
specified in Part B step 2b above.

Step 4: If analyses of samples from either phase in the
oil/water separator or injection well indicate that the
contents are RCRA hazardous waste, then the owner/operator must
dispose of the hazardous phase(s) in accordance with the
requirements of 40 CFR Part 262, using a licensed hauler
operating in accordance with 40 CFR Part 263 and transporting
the waste to an approved RCRA treatment, storage or disposal
facility authorized under 40 CFR Parts 264 or 265.

Step 5: If the liquid phase of the well is RCRA hazardous, or
the soil and/or ground water samples taken in Step 2b or 3b
above indicate contamination, EPA reserves the right to require
further remediation, depending on site specific circumstances
and the levels of constituents found in the samples. Additional
remediation is outside the scope of this Order and will be
handled on a site specific basis by the EPA or State with UIC
program jurisdiction.

Step 6: Xf the analyses indicate that either phase of the
oil/water separator or injection well is non-hazardous the
owner/operator may contract for removal of the non-hazardous
phase(s) through a reputable waste hauler.

Step 7: Xf the oil/water separator will not be needed for
pretreatment to the POTW, disconnect any lines, and fill the
oil/water separator with compacted clean fill, sand or gravel.

Step 8: Filling the Well and Regrading the Site

a) If the drywell or cesspool is no longer needed for
other purposes (e.g. domestic waste or storm water runoff
from roofs) the well shall be backfilled with clean fill or
other material required by State or local regulations, and
the area restored to its original condition. If the well
must be used, the owner/operator must continue to implement
pollution prevention/waste minimization plans to ensure
that industrial and hazardous wastes do not enter the
system.

b) If the septic tank was removed in Step 3b (2 > above, and
the facility needs a new unit for management of domestic
wastes, a new unit may be installed in compliance with
local regulations. If the septic tank had integrity in
Step 1b above, it may be operated for solely domestic
wastes. The owner/operator must continue t.o implement
pollution prevention/waste minimization plans to ensure
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that industrial and hazardous wastes do not enter the
septic system.


